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INTRODUCTORY.

For many years tests of muscular strength have been used by
physical trainers and gymnasium directors, and more recently, to
some extent, by physicians and teachers. The gymnasium director
and the teacher find strength tests useful in showing the physical
state of pupils at any given time, and their progress from time to
time, whether this progress be due to special training or be simply
the result of normal growth. Some physicians have used tests of
strength as means of judging the condition of patients (Kellogg,
1896; Lovett, 1916).
This report describes the results of strength tests as applied to

industrial workers. The -field for such tests in industry is various.
One result of the studies here described is the demonstration that
different jobs have different "standard" strengths; and that opera-
tives who are unable to measure up to the standard of strength for
their jobs are not so likely to prove satisfactory in achievement and
able to stand up under the strain of the work as those workers whose
strength is equal to the demands upon it. From the standpoint of
both employer and employee such information is valuable.

Variations of strength from day to day, as indicated by daily tests
on the same individuals, are evidence of fluctuations in physical
condition. Such fluctuations are important in so far as they affect
the industrial efficiency of the worker. Studies of daily variations
in strength should lead to information concerning the factors which
influence the physical condition, and so the efficiency, from day to day.

Variations of strength between the beginining and the end of the
working period, particularly if they take the direction of a falling off
at the end of the shift, are indicative of an impairment of physique
which can be most readily explained on the basis of fatigue. Im-
provement in condition during the day, as indicated by a better
strength showing at the end of the shift than at the beginning, is
not always easy to interpret; a slight increase appears to be normal.
Probably in most cases a marked iincrease is referable to a poor
state at the beginning, due to causes connected with the life of the
worker outside the factory.

17800-20-1 (1895)
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STRENGTH TESTS IN GENERAL

Various methods have been used in the past for estimating the
strength of human beings. Such simple schemes as lifting weights
or testing the force of sledge blows have a certaini value, although
they have usually not found favor in the eyes of serious investigators.
The earlier students of muscular strength depended most frequently
on methods in which the strength is exercised in bending a stiff
spring, and the degree of bending is observed. An apparatus suit-
able for tests of this kind is called a spring dynamometer. The type
most widely used is the "grip" dynamometer of Collins. (For
description see Whipple, 1914.) This instrument tests the strength
of the grip, the muscles employed being the flexor muscles of the
hand. An improved form designed bv Smedley (described also by
Whipple, 1914) obviates certain imperfections of the Collins instru-
ment. Some gymnasiums have made tests with a spring dynamo-
meter in which the force is applied by lifting upward against a spring
which is fastened to the floor, thus testing the muscles of the back
(Whipple, 1914).
All these spring dynamometers, in fact all strength tests hitherto

in use, depend on positive efforts on the part of the subject; the
person being tested exerts himself actively to make his record.
The special feature of the test used in this series of studies is that it
depends on the overcoming by another of the maximum resistance
on the part of the subject. Instead of making a positive effort the
subject, in this test, confines himself to resisting with all his power
a pull exerted by some one else.

THE PRESENT TEST.

1. History.

In 1915 a strength test was designed by the writer to be used in
determining the extent of muscular impairment in persons, chiefly
children, afflicted with infantile paralysis. This was part of an
extensive campaign carried on by the State Board of Health of
Vermont, through the generosity of an anonymous donor, having
for its object the alleviation of the condition of sufferers from that
disease in that State. The scheme of requiring the subject to resist
a pull applied by another was adopted primarily in the belief that
actual strength could thus be more reliably determined in young
children. In practice the scheme proved quickly to have so many
advantages that it was thought worth recommending as a general
method for strength testing. Continued experience has justified this
idea, and the test in its present form, as described below (see also
Martin and Rich, 1918), is presented as a thoroughly satisfactory
means of measuring strength in children or adults, male or female.
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For the original purpose of the test it'was necessary to be able to
examine as many" muscle-groups as possible, since the impairment of
strength in infantile paralysis may involve any or all parts of the body.
As a matter of fact, 44 muscle-groups, 12 on each arm and 10 on each
leg, were included. It was found impracticable to test muscles of
the trunk or neck. The method of testing each of these 44 grolups is
described in detail in a paper by Lovett and Martin (1916) and will
not be repeated here. The complete test, as used for the study of
infantile paralysis, occupies between a half hour and an hour. For
industrial purposes it is evident that any test that takes so much
time is practically useless. The first requirement, therefore, is a short-
ening in the time consumed. In the winter of 1917-18 Martin and
Rich (1918) examined carefully the possibilities of abbreviating the
test by confining it to a part only of the muscle-groups, andcomputing
from the strengths shown by these the' value that would have been
obtained had the entire series of muscle-groups been tested. They
were able to demonstrate that such an abbreviation of the test gives
valid results, hence the method as worked out by them was adopted
for the present study. The "standard short test," as devised by
Martin and Rich, is made up of tests of the following, pairs of muscle-
groups: Pectorals, forearm flexors, thigh abductors, and thigh adduc-
tors; for testing industrial workers the wrist flexors also were included.
The reason for this was that the muscles of the forearm are probably
the most used of any in the body in industrial operations, and it was
thought desirable to have infornation coneerning their strength.
The test consists of overcoming the maximum resistance cf the

muscle-,group under examination by means of traction applied
through a self-indicating spring balance. An ordinary spring
balance, indicating pounds avoirdupois and preferably graduated
decimally, is fitted with a strong handle attached to the frame at the
upper end, and at the lower end with a loop of leather attached to the
end of the "rack" which terminates the spring. The pointed indicator
forms part of a "dog" or slider, which is not attached to the rack, but
is capable of moving with slight friction up and down the slot.
A small pin on the rack protrudes through the slot and is in contact
with the upper edge of the indicator. When the pull on the spring
is exerted, this pin pushes the indicator along the slot to the proper
point; when the pull is ended and the tension on the spring ceases,
the indicator remains at this point and its position on the scale may
be read off at leisure. After the reading the indicator is pushed by the
hand back to zero. When in use the loop of leather is passed over a
selected point on the limb in which the muscle-group has its insertion.
The procedure is outliined below.
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2 Instructmonis for Making the Test

Gen,eral.-The individual to be tested is referred to as the subject.
The persons making the test are, first, the adjuster; second, the
operator.
The duties of the adjuster are to place the loop in the assigned

position about the arm or leg, support it there with one hand, and,
if necessary, support the arm or leg of the subject with the other
hand. He gives the command "Hold back," to mark the beginning
of the pull, and "Stop," to mark the end.
The operator has the handle of the balance in his right hand and

the body of the balance in his left.
After the loop is adjusted the adjuster gives the command "Hold

back." At this command the subject contracts with all his power
the muscler-group being tested, and simultaneously the operator pulls
upon the spring balance. Tension must be developed as rapidly as
possible without jerking, and must be increased until the resistance of
the subject is actually overcome. At the command "Stop," the pull
is immediately discontinued. The scale is read at once and the
reading is recorded by the assisting clerk. The sliding indicator of
the scale must always be returned to the zero position immediately.
No muscle-group that is reported by the subject to be sore should

be tested.
The most convenient order for testing the muscles is as follows:

1. Right pectoral.
2. Left pectoral.
3. Right wrist flexors.
4. Left wrist flexors.
5. Right forearm flexors.
6. Left forearm flexors.
7. Right thigh adductors.
8. Left thigh abductors.
9. Right thigh abductors.

10. Left thigh adductors.
Tests are made with the subject fully dressed.
The detailed technique of the individual tests is as follows:
Pectorals.-The subject stands at attention, with the middle of his

back pressed firmly against an upright post, and with the hand of
the arm that is not being tested grasping a handhold. (Fig. 1.)
The arm to be tested is allowed to be limp in the hands of the adjuster
until the command "Hold back," with which command the pectoral
muscles are contracted as strongly as possible. The adjuster stands
directly in front of the subject, facing him, and places the loop of the
balance about the arm to be tested just above the elbow.- With one
hand he holds the loop in its position, and with the other hand grasps
lightly the subject's hand or wrist. The adjuster, keeping the sub-
ject's arm straight, draws it across the subject's body as far as possible,
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keeping it as close to the body as can be done and still give clearance
for the loop. At the command "Hold back," the subject's effort is
to hold the arm from being drawn backward and downward from this
position. The operator holds the spring balance in a line downward
and backward from the subject's elbow in such a position that the
arm as drawn back will just clear the subject's body. At the com-
mand "Hold back," the operator develops sufficient tension to draw
the arm down to the side of the body. The command "Stop" must
be given and the pulling discontinued before the arm has been drawn
beyond the vertical line.

Wrist flexors.-The subject stands beside the upright post, with
his arm flexed so as to bring the forearm horizontal and the back of
the forearm against the upright post, with the arm projecting beyond
the upright post to the ulnar process (Fig. 2). A folded handkerchief
or towel may be interposed between the forearm and the upright. The
adjuster stands directly in front of the subject's palm.- With one
hand he holds the subject's wrist against the upright, and with the
other adjusts and holds the loop. The loop is placed so that its
middle is directly over the crease at the base of the fingers. Keeping
the fingers straight, the subject's hand is flexed fully at the wrist.
The operator pulls at an angle just less than ninety degrees from the
plane of the subject's hand. At the command "Hold back," the
subject holds the wrist in extreme flexion. The command "Stop"
must be given as soon as the hand begins to yield.

rForearmr flexors.-The siibject lies on his back on a table with his
heels pressed firmly against a cleat at the end (Fig. 3). The adjuster
stands at the subject's left for both flexors. His right hand holds the
subject's elbow to the table. Hisleft handbrings the subject's forearm
into a position of flexion about fifteen degrees toward the shoulder
from the vertical, and adjusts the loop about the wrist so that its
upper edge is at the crease in the skin at the base of the hand. The
operator stands at the foot of the table and exerts tension at the word
of command. The command "Stop" should be given when the fore-
arm reaches the vertical.

Thigh adductors.-The position of the subject is the same as in the
test with the forearm flexors except that he presses against the cleat
onlywith thefoot of theleg thatisnot to be tested (Fig. 4). The adjuster
stands at the foot of the table; with one hand he places the loop in
the hollow just above the malleolus (an equally correct index is to
have the strap just clear of the top of a man's shoe), seizes the sub-
ject's heel with the other hand, lifts the leg until the heel is just high
enough to clear the toes of the other foot, and then draws the leg into
extreme adduction. The foot of the leg to be tested must be kept
-vertical. The operator stands at the side of the table and develops
tension at the word of command. The command "Stop" should be
given as soon as the leg has been drawn into line with the axis of the
body.
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Thigh abductors.-The positions of the subject and of the adjuster
axe the same as in the test with the adductors. The loop is adjusted
as for the adductors, but the direction of the pull is opposite to that
used for those muscles. The leg to be tested.is drawn out beyond
the mid-line of the body to' fifteen degrees, and the effort of the
subject at the command "Hold back" is to prevent the operator
from drawing the leg into line with the body. The command "Stop"
is given just as the leg reaches the mid-line.

Calculation of total strength.-The sum of the strengths shown by
the individual muscles tested constitutes in men 17.7 per cent and
in women 18 per cent of the entire strength as found by this system
of testing. To calculate the entire strength, therefore, the sum of
the determined strengths must be multiplied by the reciprocal of
0.177 or 0.180 (5.65 or 5.55). The product thus obtained is the
figure for the total strength of the individual. If, for any reason,
any muscle grouip was omitted from the test, its strength may be
assumed to be the same as that of the corresponding muscle on the
other side in making the calculation of the entire strength.

3. Source of Data

Included in this report are 5,518 tests on 305 factory workers from
two manufacturing establishments, known, respectively, as factory
A.and factory B.' The first -is a brass factory, engaged at the time
of the investigation in making shell fuses; the second is a large
automobile factory. At factory A the working period for the day
shift was 10 hours in length, extending from 7 a. m. to 6 p. m., with a
recess of 1 hour, from 12 m. to 1 p. m., for luncheon between the two
spells; for the night shift the working period was 12 hours in length,
from 6.20 p. m. to 6.40 a. m., with a recess of 20 minutes from 12
p. m. to 12.20 a. m. At factory B the working period was 8 hours
in length; there were 3 shifts during the 24 hiours, the morning,
evening, and night shifts, with a luncheon period averaging one-
half hour. Tests were made at factory A on 99 men and 116 women;
at factory B, on 90 men. At both establishments repeated tests
were made on the same individuals on successive days, and in a
large number of instances twice daily. Where two tests were made
on the same day on one person the first test was usually made about
one hour after beginning work, to allow the effect of "warming up"
to spend itself, and the second as soon as possible after stopping
work for the day. The period covered is, for factory A, July 25
to October 5, 1917, and January 1, 1918, to March 1, 1919; for
factory B, September 15, 1917, to March 2, 1918.

1 Factary A is the ten-hour pl3nt and factory B the eight-hour plant referrel to in the cxtensive report
01 conditions of work by Goldmark and Hopkins, "Comparison of an Eight-hour Plant and a Ten-hour
Plant," Public Health Bulletin No. 106, United States Public Health Service, Washington, 1920.
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OBSERVATIONS ON MEN.

1. Physical C)assification of Workers.

One important field of usefulness for the data 'obtained by deter-
mining the average strength of each of as. many workers as possible
and arranging the results in a table of physical classification is
found in the information thereby afforded as to the relative physical
demands of different jobs. On the principle that the strength tends
to become adjusted to the demands upon it one would expect to
find that a group of workers all doing the same tlhing, would tend
in course of time to show about the same strength. In other words,
there would tend to be a "standard strength" for each job. As a
matter of fact, precisely this tendency appears when the strengths
of the male workers in the hard jobs investigated in factories A and B
are tabulated. It should be noted that the easy jobs do not show a
similar tendency. Nor would it be expected; for the man whose
work during the earning hours is physically light is apt to take
exercise, outside of working hours, as heavy as or even heavier than
that of his regular job, so that the latter does not rank as the deter-
mining factor in his strength. The operations studied, on men only,
with the standard strength for each, are presented in Table I. As an
aid in interpreting the table the fact should be stated that the
average strength of adult males as a class is between 3,500 and 3,700
pounds, according to this system of testing. In the main the grading
of jobs in order of decreasing difficulty, as suggested by the strength
test, agrees with a grading based altogether on empirical observa-
tion of the men at work, as is seen by a comparison of columns 3 and
4 of Table I. The empirical graduation was made by observers who
were thoroughly familiar with the various operations, but were
not acquainted with the results of the strength tests.

TABLE I.-Showing that the strength of maZe workers in variows operations tends to be
in proportion to the laboriousness of the operation.

Number Number
Fectory. Operation. Avae o nmpirIcal ofworkers f workeirsstrength. cls.averaged, tested.

A*..... Rivet truckin, dipping, shoveling ................. 4,690 912 12
A*..... Swaging and drawing valves ............ ........... 4,550 1011 13
B...... Brazig heavy parts................................. 4,400 99 12
A*..... Hot forging (fuse parts) ............................. 4,400 93 4
B. Heavy lathe work (recessing gears) .4,300 8 16 22
A.H... vy machine work........................... 4,290 88 9
A..... Steam room (stokers and passers) ................... 4,220 64 4
B...... Foundry work (ramming molds) ................... 4,150 1018 38
A*..... Heavy lathe work (turning fuse parts) .............. 4,160 712 '15
A...... Planishseat ....................................... 3,940 83 4
A...... Loading fuse rings .................................. 3,720 511 11
A. Tending drawn tube press .3,600 5 7 7
A. raduate rings .................................. 3,310 64 4
A. Tendingmillingmnachine. 3220 5.5 11 11
B.-..--- Drilling and burrnig screws and bolts ............... 3 160 414 14

*Day ahift only.
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In most of the hard operations -there were found a few workers who
not only failed to show a. strength approximating the av'erage for
their group but fell below the average fctr workers in much easier jobs.
In the belief that the poor showing of these was to be accounted for
on the basis of special considerations to be treated later, they were
omitted from the averages. Thirty-five hundred pounds was set as
the arbitrary lower limit of inclusion. Column 5 of Table I gives. the
number of workers in each group whose strengths were included in
calculating the averages for the groups, and column 6 the total num-
ber tested in each group. A comparison of the columns shows that
in most groups the number omitted was small.
The most conspicuous difference between the graduation as deter-

mined by the strength tests and that determined by empirical obser-
vation is in the operation of ramming molds in the foundry, factory B.
This operation, although manifestly belonging at or near the head of
the list in terms of laboriousness, appears eighth in the column of
average strengths. The operation is discussed in detail below, and
features are described which may account for its unexpectedly low
average strength showing. At this point it is enough to call atten-
tion to the fact that more than half of the workers tested in this
operation had to be omitted from the calculation of the average
because their strength fell definitely below that to be expected of
normal healthy adult males engaged in manual labor. This in itself
is sufficient to suggest that definite factors are operating to cut down
below expectation the strength of workers at this job.
The men in, the steam room, factory A, averaged higher in strength

than the nature of their work would lead one to anticipate. The
limited number tested probably accounts for the unexpectedly high
figure, since it could easily happen that a group of four might be
encountered in one operation all stronger than the general average for
their work, although the necessity of working in intense heat may
have something to do with the showing. The fact that so few were
tested probably explains also the unduly low figure for the operation
of planish seat, factory A, which was stated by all the observers to be
undoubtedly more laborious than either the work in the steam room or
the lathe operation of turning fuse parts, both of which appear above
it in the table.
The last five operations listed in Table I all rank as light. The

feature of interest about them is that they show average strengths
agreeing rather clesely with the general average of strength for men
of all classes. By way of comparison, a group of S foremen from
factor-y A showed an average strength of 3,620'pounds, and a group
of 60 Army recruits from various walks of life an average of 3,680
pounds. The operation at the foot of the table, drilling and burring
screws and bolts, factory B, is an extremely easy sitting operation.
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Fig. 1.-Method of measuring the strength of right pectoral muscle. Adjuster stands in
front of, operator behind, subject; recorder notes down measurements.

Fig. 2.-Measuring the strength of the wrist flexor.
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Fig. 3.-Measuring the strength of the forearm flexor.

i. 4.-Measuring.-the str h of te t h--.- ......addcto....

Fig. 4.-Measuringthe strength of the thigh adductor.

-71I
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To it are assigned, as a-matter of factory policy, men with disabilities
of various kinds. The low average strength showing in this group
is interesting as indicating how bodily strength may be impaired by
disability.
The average strengths for the various operations set down in Table

I -were, determined as the means of groups whose individual
strengths ranged on both sides of their respective means from 10 to
20 per cent. There were, furthermore, in nearly all the groups,
individuals whose showing was so poor as to lead to their omission
from the calculation of averages. Two questions arise in connec-
tion with the consideration of these individual strength varia-
tions: First, Are the stronger members of particular groups of
more value industrially than the weaker? Second, Is there any
satisfactory menius of explaining the. occurrence of unexpectedly
weak operatives in jobs which make heavy physical demands?
The pre test of industrial value is productiveness. The answer
to the first of these questions is to be sought, therefore, in the pro-
duction records of the workers concerned. Data are available from
the records of the workers in the operation of recessing gears, heavy
lathe- work, factory B (Table II).

TABLE II.-Shouing the relation of averaqe strength to average output. (Factory B,
heavy lathe operation, recessing years.)

CbeCk nmber o worke. A~geAverazre Averagncheck number of worker. Avemge hourlv Check number of worker. Average hourlysrnt.outpat. strength. output.

83122.------------- 5,280 90. S 2710 ............. 4,08 75
828.4 5,130 89 : 3062 ......... 3,900 86
8 2796 .... , ,,,,5,000 91 S2795 ., 3,870 90
83420. 4450 84 8M3237 ..,, 3,770 88
8 2781 .... 4,450 89 S 2763 .,,3,64Q 83
82830 ................ 4,230 81 83435., 3,43068
83075 ....................... 4,210 92 S 3457. 3,420 85
82871 ............... 4 200 91 8 3439................ 3,22080
83202 ....................... ,180 96 S 2824. 3,060 77

Mean .. 4,570 89 Mean.3,600 .81

Average number of strength tests per individual, 19; range, 6-22.
Average number of hours per individual, 76; range, 35-94.

Eighteen out of the twenty-two whose strengths were tested yielded
concurrent records of hourly and daily output. That the stronger
workers tend to show a larger average output than the weaker
appears by a comparison of the stronger half of the group with the
weaker half. The mean hourly output for the stronger half of the
group during the period covered by the study was 89 pieces, as com-
pared with 81 for the weaker half-a difference of 10 per cent in
favor of the stronger workers. Moreover, a comparison of average
strength with average output, individual by individual, shows a
tendency for the output to vary with the strength. The most satis-
factory method of making such an individual comparison is by the



calculation of the Pearson coefficient of correlation for the two sets
of values. In this case the coefficient was 0.51±0.118. Since this
operation is one in which there is considerable room for variations
in output due to skill, the cotrelation of strength with output is close
enough to justi-fy the conclusion that on the whole the stronger
members of a group of workers are likely to prove also more valuable
industrially. The second question propounded above, namely, the
problem of the occurrence in laborious operations of workers whose
strength is not only below the average for the job, but even below
that of healthy men, seems most readily answerable on -the basis of
"staleness," due to persistent overexertion. It is quite conceivable
that when a man embarks on a job requiring more exertion than his
body at the time is fitted to perform, he either develops a degree of
strength fully competent to the demand or, failing thus to develop,
overuses his muscles to the point, ultimately, of actual impairment.
The deficiency may be nervous rather than muscular. The strength
test, depending as it does on volitional effort, does not distinguish
between the nervous and muscular factors which together make up
the manifestation of strength.

Observations pointing strongly toward staleness as accounting for
exceptionally poor strength showings were had in connection with
two operations studied at factory B. The first of these was ramming
molds in the foundry, mentioned above as including a large pro-
portion of workers whose strength tests wore so poor as to be excluded
from the calculation of the average strength for the operation. The
work in this foundry, besides being very heavy, was carried on at-
the time of the investigation under conditions such as might well
tend toward the impairment of physique, or at least prove un-
favorable for the development of the higher-than-average strength
required for the successful performance of the task. The atmos-
phere was filled with fumes, the light was trying, the workers were
very crowded, and were subjected to extremes of heat and cold.
Moreover, on account of these conditions, and perhaps of others as
well, the foundry was unpopular among the workers throughout the
factory. It may reasonably be assumed that the summed effect of
all these influences operated to favor the onset of staleness among
the workers in the department. The second operation suggestive
of staleness was that of "truing" forgings by hand, factory B. This
operation was not listed in Table I because, although it is among the
very hard jobs of the factory, three of the four men tested who were
working at this job gave exceedingly poor strength records. This
work involves practically continuous gripping of a heavy hammer
handle which induces muscular stiffness and even cramps. The
work itself is noisy and jarring, and is, of necessity, carried on in the
midst of deafening noise.
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The data from the strength tests which, in conjunction with these
facts about working conditions, are interpreted as indicative of stale-
ness, are as follows: For the foundry we have, first, the actual com-
parison of strength between the strong and weak groups of men.
The 18 men who were considered strong enough to be representative
showed an average strength, as stated in Table I, of 4,150 pounds,
whereas the 20 men who were too weak for inclusion in the calcula-
tion of the "standard" strength for the operation showed an average
of only 2,750 pounds, two-thirds of the "standard" for the job. An
additional indication of "staleness" was obtained in connection with
an examination of the variability of strength distribution among the
muscles in successive tests. Reference to page 1897, or to the paper
of Martin and Rich (1918), shows that the muscles included in the test
are assumed to constitute a definite percentage of the entire strength.
This assumption is based upon studies of actual percentage distribu-
tion of the strength among the muscles included in the "complete"
test of Lovett and Martin (1916) in a large series of cases.
Martin and Rich, in the paper cited above, give a table showing

the percentage of the total strength contributed by each individual
muscle group. From that table we obtain the following values for
the muscles used in these tests: Pectoral, 2.35; wrist flexor, 1.35;
forearm flexor, 2.25; thigh abductor, 1.40; thigh adductor, 1.50;
totaling for each side 8.85, or for the entire test 17.7 as previously
stated (p. 1900). The percentage of the total strength represented
by the test strength of any individual muscle group can readily be
determined by multiplying the test strength by 100 and dividing by
the total strength. Applying this method to the figures for any
particular individual readily gives a means of comparing his strength
distribution with the ideal values proposed by Martin and Rich, or,
what is of more importance in the present connection, of noting how
his strength distribution varies from one test to another. Obviously
one can not expect, in a test in which the subjective factors enter so
markedly as in the strength test, to find the strength distribution
precisely the same in test after test. Only by examination of the
data from numerous experiments can an idea be had of the extent of
fluctuation likely to occur.
In connection with this investigation many workers were tested

twice daily for as many as 17 successive working days. Thus, figures
became available for determining the variations in strength dis-
tribution in successive tests. The method of analyzing the data was
as follows: The percentage strength distribution among the
muscles tested was determined for each test and the figures were
tabulated, a~column for each muscle. Since there were 10 muscles
included in the test as here given, there were 10 such coJumns. The
arithmetic mean of the figures in each column was found, and also
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the standard deviation, using the method of Pearson. The Pearson
coefficient of variation (standard deviation times 100 divided by
arithmetic mean) was then determined for each muscle. The average
of these 10 coefficients was found and taken as representing the coeffi-
cient of variability of the individual.
To indicate the order of magnitude of the variability coefficient

some actual data will be cited. Nine men, 8 of them workers in
factory B, the other a college student for whom figures were available,
showed coefficients of variability ranging from 9.26 to 12.9, and
averaging 10.7. The average strength of these men was 4,500 pounds;
the average number o-f tests was 30. Four of the men were workers
in the foundry on the operation under consideration here as tending
to induce staleness, but not in the group whose poor strength showing
is looked upon as marking the presence of the condition. Four other
foundry workers, all from the weak group, showed variability coeffi-
cienits ranging from 13.1 to 21.3, and averaging 16. The mean
strength of these workers was 2,620 pounds. So far as the data avail-
able have been analyzed, no variability coefficients higher than 13
have been found except in men suspected of staleness. The signif-
icance of the variability coefficient appears to lie in its value as an
expression of "neuromuscular constancy." A low coefficient means
steadiness of innervation, so that, whether the total strength be more
or less, its distribution among the muscles remains about the same.
A high coefficient means unsteadiness of innervation. That such
unsteadiness of innervation should be a feature of staleness is merely
suggested by these observations; further study will be necessary
before it can be accepted as demonstrated.
In the operation of "truing" forgings, referred to above as the

second job which gave evidence of inducing staleness, 4 men
were tested. One of these showed an average strength of 3,970
pounds, and a variability coefficient of 9.26. The other 3 showed
strengths of 2,960, 2,940, and 2,340 pounds, with variability coeffi-
cients of 12.3, 13.2, and 15.6, respectively. In view of the laborious
character of the work these figures are very suggestive of the presence
of the condition.
A question that is likely to arise in connection with the considera-

tion of individuals whose strength records are far below the general
average is whether these poor records are genuine. One who deliber-
ately does less than his best necessarily makes a poor test. As show-
ing that the poor tests here under examination were probably not
made so through deliberate intent on the part of the subjects the
following points are cited: A group of 5 intelligent men, all thor-
oughly familiar with the test, undertook to make a series of records
deliberately below their actual strength, yet sufficiently like genuine
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records to pass muster. After considerable experimenting they not
only acknowledged that it could not be done successfully, but stated
that it was much easier to exert full resistance at the word of command
than to resist in part. Only by keeping the idea of making a poor
showing carefully in mind throughout the test was it possible to avoid
putting forth full strength. Furthermore they found it impossible
to remember between the testing of one muscle and of the next how
much strength had been put forth, so as to make the relative strengths
bear some relation to the strength distribution that actually obtains
in men. The factory workmen on whom the tests were made had no
particular reason for desiring to make a poor showing. A large per-
centage of them were foreigners who had at the best a hazy idea of
what it was all about. To most of them the interval of taking the
test was a welcome intermission in the day's toil, and they shared the
average man's feeling of pride in being able to put forth strength on
occasion. That such men, absolutely ignorant, at the beginning, of
the nature or purpose of what is wanted, should be able for 30 or
more tests covering more than two weeks, to maintain deliberately
an inferior showing, yet throughout to keep both the total strength
and the strength distribution within a reasonable margin of variation,
argues a degree of intelligence quite incompatible with the industrial
situation of the men themselves.

2. The Strength Test as a Criterion of Physical Condition.

It has been stated that if the strength test is a reliable indicator
of physical condition the study of daily fluctuations in strength
should yield valuable information as to factors affecting industrial
efficiency, so far as efficiency is determined by physical condition.
On the theory that the industrial efficiency, as measured in output,
should bear a definite relationship to the physical condition, as
expressed in strength, comparisons have been made between output
records and strength records taken concurrently. In interpreting
these comparisons, recognition must be had of the obvious fact that
physical condition is only one of the many factors that may influence
output, and, furthermore, that the strength test as a criterion of
physical condition may not reflect accurately every minor variation
in physical state, including, perhaps, some that might affect the
output. The point must also be borne in mind that the carrving
out of the strength tests constitutes a disturbance of routine which
in itself may affect output.

Concurrent strength tests and output records have.been made i
the following departments: Heavy lathe work (turning fuse parts),
factory A; heavy lathe work (recessing gears), factory B; and light
sitting work (drilling and burring screws and bolts), factory B.
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Output records and strength records were made readily comparable
in the following manner: The mean of all the strength records of a
single worker was assigned the value of 100, and his individual test
records were expzessed in terms of this assigned value of the mean
in accordance with the formula, actual mean strength: individual
strength record= 100 : x. In other words, the individual records
were stated as percentages of the mean. In similar fashion dailv
output records were computed in terms of percentages of the worker's
mean output'record. According to this scheme, on any day on
which the strength was above the average, the strength record would
have a value, above 100, and any day on which the strength was
below the average, would have a record of less than 100. Similarly,
daily output records would be above or below 100 according as they
surpassed or fell slhort of the worker's general average.
In determining whether strength and output tend to vary in

parallel fashion from day to day an extremely close numerical corre-
lation is not to be looked for. There are definite limits to speed of
machines, and interferences with output due to extraneous causes
which might easily bring it about that days on which the str.ength
record is exceptionally high should not be days of equally exceptional
output; conversely, the demands of the job may often compel a
fairly good output on days of poor physical condition. If any
degree of numerical correlation can be demonstrated, together with
additional definite, although less exact, indication that the two tend
to vary together, their interdependence can justly be assumed.
Three groups of workers were cited above as having concurrent
output and strength records. Two of these, the lathe workers, were
doing fairly heavy work, while the other group, on drilling and bur-
ring, were doing light work. It is interesting to note that the co-
efficients of correlation between strength and output for the workers
on the two hard operations were high enough to demonstrate some
degree of relationship (recessing gears, factory B, 0.27 ± 0.052, 168
cases; turning fuse parts, factory A, 0.232 ± 0.094, 46 cases); whereas
the coefficient for the workers on the easy job of drilling and burring
showed no relationship whatever (0.048, 187 cases).
Another method of determining whether or not parallelism is

present is that of scrutinizing the day-to-day records of individual
workers. For this purpose each individual's daily output records
were tabulated in descending order of output, and his strength records
were set opposite the output records for corresponding days.
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TABLE III.-Cndensed summary of observaions, 8howing tndency for high output to
occur on days of good strength showing. Column 2 gives average output for days of
good output; column 3 gives average strength showing.for same days; column 4 gives
average output for days of poor output; and column 5 gives average strength shouwng
for same days. All figures are percentages of individual means.

Good days. Poor days.

Check number of worker.
Average Average Average Average
output. strength. output. strength.

Gear recessers,factor B.
82796..................... 110 105 94 88
83202.107 108 92 93
B2710 . . 113 108 9396
82763 ................................11............. ... 110 90 87
83015 ................................ ............. ... 1 109 89 88
8224................................................ 104 103 97 89
S3457 ............................... 108 108 93 96
8 3420 ................................................ 109 99 91 90
8 2781 ............................... 106 98 92 93
8 2830 ................................................ 106 99 87 96
82774 ................................................ 106 98 91 96
82831 ................................................ 108 99 90 72
83062.. 107 95 95 86

3237................................................1 97 89 98
83110................................................ 109 98 85 99
8 3410 ................................................. 10787 89983439.107 87 89 99
83075...........................................109 98 95 101
S3425 .................................. 109 99 89 106
831 ................................................ 112 10 96 109

Fuse part turners,factory A.
16652 ................................................ 107 105 93 91
16740 ........................... 101 100 96 98
16729 .............................. 101 95 94 93
16713 . 110 100 96 100
1 ............................................... 103 98 96 IC5

Drillers and burrers,factory B.
8 4146 ............................................... 105 110 94 91
8 4792 ............................................... 107 104 93 99
8 4635 ............................................... 104 102 94 97

8 4801.102 112 9696
8 4611 . 104 100 9689
8 4744 ............................................... 104 105 95 102
84642 .104 97 94 98
84333................................................ 106 97 94 998 4747 ............................................... 104 104 95 105

8 4712.106 102 92104
8 4717 . 104 95 9797
4695 ........................................ ....... 112 111 96 117

8 4171 ............................................... 108 100 93 106

By this plan the individual's days of best output stood at the head
of the table, and his days of least output at the foot. If strength
tends to vary at all in parallel manner with output, there should be
indication of a similar grouping of the strength records, the upper
portion of the table showing a preponderance of good records, the
lower portion a preponderance of poor. Of the 25 workers in the
hard operations cited above, 17, or 68 per cent, showed such a pre-
ponderance. The remaining 8 averaged as strong on the days of
poor achievement as on those of good. In the easy operation of
drilling and burring the tendency for high strength to occur on the
days of good output was less marked. In only 6 out of 13 workers
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did the part of the table including the highest outputs include also a
preponderance of good strength records.

In the comparisons of strength with output thus far made, the
a(lopted criterion of strength has been the mean of the two daily
tests, one taken about an hour after the beginning and the other at
the end of the day's work. This median strength record would seem
to represent more accurately the physical condition for the day as a
whole than a single test taken near the beginning of the day. This
is especially true when, as often happens, a poor showing is made at
the early test and a much better one at the end of the day. The
obvious deduction from such a sequence is that the initial poor test
was due to something transitory in the condition of the subject which
passed off during the day, and should not, therefore, be credited as
establishing his status for the entire day. A low early test followed
by a still lower late test is, on the other hand, indicative of poor
condition throughout the day, and a high early test followed by a
still higher late test of good condition throughout the day.
As further confirmation of the parallelism of strength with output

it is interesting to note that in the operation of recessing gears,
factory B, where there were 30 out of 168 instances in which a
markedly low early test was followed by a still lower late test, in 22
the output was below the average, and in only 8 above the average,
a difference of about three to one. In the same group there were 17
instances of a markedly high early test followed by a still higher late
test. Thirteen of these were on days on which the output was above
the average and four on days when the output was below the average,
a difference in the reverse direction of more than three to one.

3. The Strength Test as Affected by External Factors.

There is a definite indication that the factors which influence the
strength test as it varies from day to day act, in part at least, upon
all the workers alike, provided they are in similar environment.
During the investigation at factory B there were 52 days on which
*wsts were taken on workers in two departments, or workers who
had two entirely different jobs. On 43 of these days the strengths
of the two groups varied together. On 9 days the strengths varied
in opposite directions. Group strength was determined from day to
day by first assigning to the individual records values in terms of
percentages of the means, as described above (p. 1908), and then
averaging the percentage strengths of all the workers wvithin the
group day by day. If the value for any day came out 100, it meant
that the day was an average day; if it came out above 100, the group
as a whole was stronger than the average on the day; if below 100,
the group was weaker than the average. The fact that two different
departments varied together, namely, were above or below the
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'average on the same day 4,3 out of 52 times, shows clearly that both
sets of man were responding to the same influences, so far as their
strength was concerned. Moreover, not only did the& two groups
vary together, but the extent of departure from the average was
usually approximately the same. The average difference between the
strength averages for the two groups, on the 43 days on which they
were both high, both low, or both median, was only 3.6 per cent.

Further corroboration of the view that physical condition-is affected
by external conditions which act similarly upon all the members of
a group is afforded by a study of the individual records of the men
who made up the group. It is clear that a mere agreement of aver-
ages is not very significant if the figures from which the averages are
obtained spread over too wide a range. - To illustrate: An average
of 100 obtained from 12 figures, all falling between 90 and 110, is
much more significant than the same average obtained from 10
figures ranging between 60 and 80 and 2 ranging between 240.and
260. The proof that the figures of a series cluster together within
reasonable limits is afforded by the application to the series of the
statistical methods of Pearson. The procedure involves the deter-
mination of the standard deviation, and the examination of the
distribution; of the figures making up the series about their mean' in
terms of this standard deviation. In a group of figures in which the
distribution is no wider than is to be expected from the operation
of the laws of probability, a distance of twice the standard deviation
in the middle of the group should include slightly over two-thirds of
all the figures, and a distance of six times the standard deviation
should include virtually all the figures. Records of 15 days, selected
at random from the series of 43 given above as consistent, were
analyzed according to the method just outlined; the number of indi-
vidual cases included in the record of a single day ranged from 17
to 28. On 12 of the 15 days the distribution of individual cases
about the mean for the day accorded fully with the Pearson criterion;
on 2 other days the spread exceeded only by a small margin the allow-
ance; and on only 1 day was there a serious departure from the type
of grouping recognized as falling within the range of probable varia-
tion. We may regard these findings as indicating. clearly the opera-
tion of external factors as affecting the strength showing.
Of the various external influences which might act to modify

similarly the strength of all the workers of a group, the most obvious
are climatic. Records of temperature and relative humidity were
obtained for most of the days on which strength tests were made.
Comparisons of these with strength records have failed to show any
very striking correlations between particularly high or unusually low
strength records and definite climatic states. There is a slight sug-
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gestion in the data that. relative humidities between 70 and 80 per
cent favor high strength tests, but the correlation is not sufficitly
marked to remove it from the possibility of being a matter of chance.
There are fairly definite, although fragmentary, indications that very
high temperatures, 300 C. (860 F.), or above, reduce the strength,
especially when these temperatures are maintained over a series of
days. Except for this there is nothing to suggest that temperature
is a modifying factor of strength. Other possible group influences
are factory light, dust, fumes, the attitude of men toward superiors,
approaching holidays, pay day, etc. As indicating how these may
operate it is interesting to note that the periods of greatest strength
.thrioughout the whole investigation, with one exception, occurred
either on pay day or within the two-day period immediately there-
after. The fact that the members of a group vary similarly in
strength from day to day has its significance in connection with the
tendency reported above for strength and output to be,parallel.
Evidently certain days are more favorable to high output than
others, and the influences which underlie the difference are such as-to
affect all the workers in a single environment. By analyzing these
differences we shall arrive at increased understaniding of the factors
which determine industrial efficiency.

4. The Strength Test as a Criterion of Fatigue.

A lower strength record at the end of the working period than at
the beginning is looked upon as indicating fatigue. In making this
interpretation, however, one must not lose sight of the fact than an
exceptionally high showing at the beginning of the shift is likely to
be followed by a lower showing at the end, from the mere subsidence
of the special influence that tended toward the original high test,
and without, necessarily, the incidence of fatigue. Conversely, on a
day on which, for extraneous reasons, a poor test was made at the
beginning, improvement might be shown at the end of the working
period, notwithstanding the presence of considerable fatigue. Be-
cause of these possibilities individual instances of lowered strength
are to be treated as less reliable than group showings. Where a
single worker regularly shows a falling-off of strength at the end of
the day, or where a group of workers all show such a strength-loss on
a particular day, fatigue may justly be assumed.
The observations thus far made shiv that, in general, strong

workers fall ott in strength during the working period less than do
weaker workers. Leaving out of account the nature of the work
done, and considering only the strength of the workers, the following
figures were obtained, from men only. Because of the different con-
ditions the data from factories A and B are treated separately.
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TABLE I-howing that etrong totkers fall of in strength during the working period
lea. than do wueaker worker8.

Strength group. =Ngumr Sotin group. or lossWngge. dangs

Factory A.
Above 5,000 pounds ............; .............. 6 4 2 +1.10
4,5005,000 ds.10 8 2 +2.80
4,000-4,500 pouns. 17 11 6 + .24
3,500-4,000 pouns. 13 4 9 -1.57
Less than 3,500 pouns. 30 9 21 - .96

FadoryB.
Above 5,000 pounds .7 3 4 .00
4,50045,000 pounds 5 2 3 - .21
4,000-4,500 pounds.18 4 14 -3.70
3,500-4,000 pounds. ;............................................ 1 813-4.4
Iss t.an3,500.pou nd. 39 9 30 -7.26

The strengths used as the basis of the above calculations are the
averages of all the tests at the beginning of the shift for each indi-
vidual, compared with.the averages of all the tests at the end of
the shift for the same individu'als. In most cases 10 to 17 figures
were available for averaging.
In addition to confirmina the point that strong workers tend to

show less falling-off in strength during the working day than do
weaker workers, the above figures are interesting in connection with
an empirical consideration of working conditions in factories A and
B. The former factory is on a 10-hour basis, the latter has an
8-hour day. Notwithstanding this difference in favor of factory B,
the impairing, effect of the day's work upon strength is much more
striking here than in factory A, where the day is 25 per cent longer.
The obvious conclusion is that the men work more nearly to capac-
ity in the factory in which the shorter day obtains.

This conclusion, which, is supported by Goldmark and, Hopkins
(P. H. B.'No. 106, p,p. 18 and 74), raises the interesting question of
why, if the mnen in the eight-hour plant are working more nearly to
capacity, their output fails to show a more pronounced falling'off.
The facts regarding output being, as shown by Goldmark and Hop-
kins, that the falling off of output is markedly greater at the 10-hour
plant than at the 8-hour establishment. It would appear inevitable
that the increment of fatigue from hour to hour must be greater where
the work is carried on at a rate more nearly approaching capacity,
so that at the end of eight hours there would be a greater total
fatigue. At the end of the eighth hour, then, one would expect to
find the output at the 8-hour plant below the level of that fo the
same hour at the 10-hour plant. On the contrary, the actual out-
put records show that the reverse is the case. What seems like the
most reasonable explanation of this situation is contained in an ex-
pression of Goldmark and Hopkins (loc. cit., p. 18) as follows: "It



i unmistakable that, with the shorter hoirs at the 8-hour plant; the
attack upon work differs radically from that at the 10-hour plant."
[Italics not in the original.] It is quite in accord with psychological
experience that the attitude toward the work of the entire day should
be colored by a factor of such importance as its length. As the day
proceeds, the onset of subjective fatigue-disinclination to work,
which may determine output quite as definitely as actual working
capacitym-tends to become more and more pronounced, largely as
the result of the knowledge that the- end of the working period is
still remote; and so a falling, output maay supervene, even though
the actual working capacity is not really impaired. Moreover, at
the 8-hour plant there is definite pressure from foremen toward main-
tenfance of output, a pressure which might go far to counteract the
tendency toward slackening of output as the result of growing dis-
inclination to work. The response to such pressure is bound to be
greater where the working day is short.
From the staiDdpoint both of employer and employee, hard- work

during a short day would seem to be more profitable than less effort
over a longer period. If fatigue.bears.any relation to productiveness,
as one would naturally assume, the greater loss of strength during the
shorter day would be looked upon as demonstrating greater produc-
tiveness on the part of the worker. In the eyes of the employer
productiveness is the chief desideratum for his workmen. The
-employee, likewise, can well afford to exert himself vigorously dur-
ing the shorter workday for the sake of the marked advantage to
him of the extra hours of leisure. The danger to be guarded against
is, of course, persistent overexertion. That this actually occurs in
factory B, in spite of the short day, has been suggested in an earlier
paragraph, and will be referred to again.
In order to relate. the degree of fatigue to the nature of the work

a study has been made of the strength at the beginning and end
of the shift of the workers at particular jobs. For the purpose of
-this study.the workers in each job were subdivided into a strong
group and a weak group. In most cases the subdivision was made
at about 3,700 pounds strength. The operations which are asso-
ciated with very great strength (swaging valves, factory A, brazing
heavy parts, factory B) were subdivided at about 4,000 pounds.
The easy operations of tending milling machine, factory A, and
drilling and burring, factory B, were subdivided at 3,100-3,200
pounds. Table V gives the number of men in each group, the
average strength, and the average percentage change in strength
at the end of the shift as compared with the strength at the beginning.
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TABLE V.-Sh6wing that hard opeaios cause a. greater falng of in trength ding
the working period than do ea.y operations.

Strong group. Weak group.

Opertion..
ONumber Average Per cent Number Average Per cent
-ofmen. strength. change. of men. strength. change.

Factory A.

Swaging valves... 8 4,840 0 5 3,410 -4.60
Turningfuseparts. 13 4,200 +1.7 10 3,300 - .39
Drawntubepress ......................... 3 4,220 +3.6 4 3,150 -5.30
Millingmachine.5 3,520 +3.2 6 2,960 + .68

Fadory B.

Brazing heavy parts . 5 4,720 +1.0 7 3,740 - 6.00
Rammingmlds .15 4,240 -4.0 23 2 870 -12.00
Recessinggears.11 4,570 -1.6 11 3,370 - 7.0)
Drillingandburring .7 3,760 +5.0 7 2,560 + 1.60

This table shows that loss of strength is more pronounced in the
hard operations than in those that are easier, as well as reinforcing
the previous finding that weak men show fatigue more definitely than
do strong men.
The large loss of strength shown bv the weak group of men engaged

in ramming molds in the foundry, factory B, as well as the relatively
larger number of men in the group, adds force to the suggestion
previously made that this particular operation is too exhausting for
all except the strongest men. These records may perhaps be looked
upon as exhaustion records. If this is their true character an inter-
esting additional point concerning recovery from exhaustion appears
from further study of the data. -It happened that 10 of the men in
the weak group of mold rammers were under observation during the
period within which fell the 5-day shut-down from January 18 to
January 23, 1918, enforced by the United States Fuel Administration
as a measure of fuel conservation. These 10 men showed an average
improvement in strength of 7 per cent for the 3 days following the
shut-down, as compared with the 3-dav period immediately preceding
it. Only 1 of the 10 made an actually poorer showing after the shut-
dwr. Although no information is available as to the way in which
these men spent their time during the enforced vacation, it may
reasonably be assumed that they did not work as hard as when
engaged in their regular occupation. The average strength of these
10 men was more than 20 per cent less than that of the strong group
of mold rammers; their five days of opportunity to recover left them,
therefore, in spite of a 7 per cent improvement, still much below the
desirable level of strength for workers at their job. We have here a
suggestion that the impairment of physique due to exhaustion may
be so severe as to require considerable time for complete recovery to
normal.

.August 18, 1920.
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S. Cmmulafv Effecof Fadg

The studies thus far reported have dealt with fatigue only as indi-
cated in a loss of strength between the beginnig and the end of the
day's work. It is evident, however, that the effects of fatigue are
likely to hold over from one day to the next; or fatigue may be
cumulative, becoming more and more pronounced from day to day.
In order to test whether there is any inmdication that the effects of
fatigue carry over from day to day a comparison was made of the
strength showing immediately following days of fatigue with the
strength directly after days not giving indication -of fatigue. The
criter'on of fatigue accepted here is a poorer strength-record at the
end of the shift than at the beginning. When the record at the end
of the day was as good as at the beginning, it was assumed that. no
fatigue demonstrable by this method was present; a strength differ-
ence between the first and second tests indicafive of fatigue, but not
exceeding 9.9 per cent, was called "mild fatigue"; a strength differ-
ence in like direction and amounting to 10 per cent or more was
designated "severe fatigue." Both individual and group coni-
parisons were made. For the group comparisons the strength-
showings of all the workers were averaged for the beginning-of the
day, and again for the end of the day. The strength showings
averaged were determined as percentages of the mean strength
(p. 1908).
For the group comparisons 46 days were available. Thirteen of

these were days of severe fatigue for the entire group. In other
words, the group strength showing at-the end of the working day was
10 per cent or more below that at the beginning of the day. The
remaining 33 days showed on the part of the group either mild or no
fatigue. Seventy-seven per cent (10 out of 13) of the days -of severe
fatigue were followed by days of poor condition, whereas only 57 per
cent (19 out of 33) of the days of mild or no fatigue were followed by
days of poor condition.
One hundred and fifty-three individual comparisons of the records

for one day with those of the following day were made. With refer-
ence to the state of fatigue of the first day these were distributed as-
follows: Severe fatigue, 32; mild fatigue, 50; no fatigue, 71. Seventy-
two per-cent of the days of severe fatigue (23 out of 32) were followed
by days of poor condition, as against 54 and 51 per cent, respectively,
for. the days of mild and no fatigue (27 out of 50, mild fatigue; 36 out
of 71, no fatigue). These observations indicate that days of severe
fatigue have a tendency to show a persistent effect in the form of poor
physical condition on the day following.
A somewhat 3ixnilar question that may be raised is whether there

is any likelihood that a day of fatigue or a day of poor condition,
although not, perhaps, itself giving evidence of fatigue, will have
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the effect of increasing the tendency for the day following to show
fatigue. Of the 153 individual comparisons reported above, 82
ahowed on the first day fatigue, either mild or severe, and 71 no
demonstrable fatigue. Sixty-one per cent (50 out of 82) of the days
of fatigue were followed by days of fatigue, whereas only 51 per cent
(36 out of 71) of the days of no fatigue were followed by days of fa-
tigue. The effect of days of poor condition on the fatigue tendency
of the following day was examined only with reference to group
showings. There were 35 days of poor group condition available for
study. Of these, 11 (31 per cent) were followed by days of severe
fatigue, 17 (49 per cent) by days of mnild fatigue, and 7 (20 per cent)
by days of no fatigue. Twenty days of good group condition showed
in comparison only 2 (10 per cent) followed by severe fatigue, 7 (35
per pent) followed by mild fatigue, and 11 (55 per cent) followed
by no fatigue. Apparently the likelihood that persistent demonstra-
ble fatigue will show itself is greater tfter days of fatigiie or of poor
condition than after days of no fatigue or of good condition.

6. Observations on Night Workers.

Night work was carried on at both factories, but under very di..er-
ent conditions. At factory A there was at the time of this investiga-
tion a 12-hour night shift working 5 nights a week, and at factory B
an 8-hour night shift working 6 nights a week. The night shift at
factory A worked fromn 6.20 p. m. to 6.40 a. in., with an intermiission
of 20 minutes at mnidnight; the night shift, sometimes called the
evening shift, at factory B worked from between 2 and 4 p. m. to
between 10 and 12 p. m. Some departments at factory B operated a
third shift from midnight to 8 a. m., but observations on this shift
were not obtained. At factory A the night shift was relatively
permanent, whereas at factory B the shifts changed every two weeks.
So far as the strength test shows there was no advantage of one shift
over the other at factory B. Virtually all the men tested were so
scheduled that about half their tests came while they were on one
shift, and the other half while on the other shift. No demonstrable
differences between the shifts, either with respect to total strength
showing or to the tendency to fatigue were apparent. At factory A
the night workers as a group miade a distinctly poorer showing than
the day workers on prtcisely similar operations. Tnus in the opera-
tion of turning fuse parts, in which the standard strength for the job
is given in Table I as 4,130 pounds, 8 night workers averaged only
3,540 pounds, and the strongest of the group was also the man who
had commenced night work most recently. It is possible that on
account of the undesirable character of night work the men in this
group were primarily,of poorer quality than the day workers at the
same job; in fact, the foreman of the department in which the
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comparison-as made expressed an opinion tô tiat effet. Reference
to Table V on p. 1915 shows that in any industrial operation thefe is
likely to be a weak group, assumed to be made- up, in the case of the
laborious operations, of men whose strength is not suited to the
physical demands of the job. Whether in this case the night shift
happened to be made up of such a group, or whether the night work
was itself a contributing factor to the poor strength showing, can not
be established from these data by themselves. Further observations
will be necessary to decide the point.

OBSERVATIONS ON WOMEN.

At factory A, where many women are employed, numerous series
of strength tests were made on women. Although the tests were
carried out wholly by women and in complete privacy, there was
marked psychic disturbance attending the early stages of the testing
on the part of practically all the subjects. Many of them were so
disturbed.at first that it was only by the exercise of the utmost tact
that the investigators charged with the task of obtaining the observa-
tions were able to carry them on successfully. This initial disturbance
did not seem to affect the values shown by the tests, for the later
observations, made after complete confidence had been established
and when the subjects were cooperating heartily in the investigation,
rarely showed differences in strength sufhicient to suggest that the
early tests were invalid. A total of 116 womnen were tested during
the period covered by this report. Twenty-five of these were tested
during the early weeks of their employment in this factory and
again, as far as possible, a luonth or more later. The others were
chiefly old employees, their period of service ranging from 5 months
to 7 yean.

1. Job Strengths.
In order to assign standard strengths to various jobs for women in

accordance with the plan used above for men, the operations were
graded empirically in terms of their laboriousness, and the average
strengths of the workers in the various jobs were examined to see
whether they would show a correlation between strength and
laboriousness of job similar to that which appears so clearly among
male workers. The women on whom tests were made fall into eight
groups. Three of these represent definitely laborious tasks. In
descending order they are: Screw-machine operation (32 subjects),
loot-press operation (12 subjects), drill operation (24 subjects). The
screw-machine operation is looked upon as the most laborious to
which women are assigned in factory A. It actuallry includes a con-
siderable rangq of toilsomeness according as the pieces worked upon
are large or small, but the character of the, work is substantially the
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same in all the,operations asified der--this head wit one ex-
ception. A grinding operation was included in this group,primarily
because 6 of the 7 operatives tested had recently been transferred from
screw machines to the grinding job, and it seemed reasonable to
suppose that the strength of these operatives might be as much
dependent on the work from which they had just been transferred as
on that which they happened to be doing at the period of the tests.
Less laborious than the taWks listed above are fuse assembly (9
subjects) and the dial-press operation (13 subjects). The latter.
ranks among the least laborious jobs studied. There are also three
groups in which the actual manual work is light, but in whicn either
constant attention or mental e!ort is involved. These are: Clerks
(8 subjects), lacquerers (5 subjects), and bench workers (13 subjects).
Table VI gives the average strengths for the 8 groups here listed.

TABLE VI.-Showing the relation of the strength of women workers to the nature of the
operation.

Operation. |stng.e verAgesteveheight.

Screw machine...................................................................... 2,170 138
Foo press.-- - - - - - - 2,020 12
Drill.ng .. . -- - - - - -- ---.-....................... 1,860 126

Fuseassembly. ................................. 1,820 125
Dialpress .1, 660 113

Clerks ..2,180 113
L ueri ........................................ ....................... 2,180 112B. cw.r1 ................................................... 1,910 120

In order to show that these averages are truly representative of
the groups, the Pearson standard deviation was calculated for the two
that contained a sufficient number of subjects, namely, the screw-
machine group and the drilling group. In both, the standard
deviation is well within the limit demanded by a probability curve.
IIn all the groups, in fact, the figures are bunched about the mean as
closely as can be expected.

Scrutiny of Table VI brings out the interesting fact that the
group strength tends to vaiy with the laboriousness of the job so long
as purely mechanical tasks are under comparison, but that when the
element of mental effort enters the relationship fails to hold. Thus
the two strongest groups are the clerks and lacquerers; although in
terms of the muscular energy required, their jobs were among the
lightest examined. That this unexpectedly high strength showing
is not due to any such circumstance as the accidental choice of large
and strong women for testing in these groups is shown by the very
low average weights for the groups. As the table shows, the clerks
averaged 113 pounds in weight and the lacquerers 112. The heaviest
clerk weighed 126 pounds and the heaviest lacquerer 135.- More than



half of the'total number in the two groups weighed not more than 110
pounds, and of these women of very light weight only one failed to
make an average strength showing exceeding 2,600 pounds. In
comparison with this very good showing on the part of the small
women doing mental work the record shows that the average strength
of all the women tested in factory A who weighed less'than 111 pounds
was 1,780 pounds. The obvious deduction from these figures is
that the habitual. doing by women of mental work reflects itself in a
relatively high strength showing.

This idea is supported by the results, hitherto unpublished, of
records obtained by Mosher and Martin (1918) frQm a group of 45
college women. This college group ehowed an average strength of
3,000 pounds. They did not average much heavier than the indus-
trial group examined at factory A, and there is ver'y little probability
that any of them approached the amount of muscular effort that was
expended daily by most of the factory women. In selecting the
college women for testing, Mosher and Martin attempted to avoid the
choice of athletes; their effort was to make the group as truly repre-
sentative as possible of a good type of normally developed woman.
The marked disparity between the strength showing of college

women and of factory operatives, considered in connection with the
further fact that the best groups among the latter were composed of
those whose tasks required' mental effort, seems to indicate that
among women the element of nervous control of 'thie mu'scles plays a
pominant part in the strength showing. Obviously in any such'test
as this the nervous factor ranks with the purely muscular in determin-
ing the result, but in a peculiar sense this seems to be true in women.
No such disparity of strength between factory operatives and college
students appears among men. Martin and Rich (1918) studied a
group of college students, but obtained no higher averages than those
reported in the paragraphs'of this paper which deal with male indus-'
trial workers.' Whether there is a difference in' the neuromuscular
organization'of the sexes, whereby ability to innervato musculature
pepends upon habitual mental alertness to a greater degree in women
thanmin men, can not be decided on the basis of the data here furnished,'
although something- of the sort seems to be suggested. Practically,
the interpretation of "job strength" data 'in women demands
recognition of the fact that a job requiring mental alertness will show
a higher average strength than one whose demands on the muscles are
actually greater but whose intellecttual requirements are small.
"The gradation of strength amnong the jobs calling for muscular

effort rather than mental alertness is in accord with empirical obser-
vation of their relative laboriousness, and the averages given in
Table VI may be looked upon as indicating the "standard" strengths
for those particular operations. It will be noted that these figures
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do not show,' so elearly as do the corresponding figures for male
workers, a close adjustment of the strength to the physical demands
of the job; nor is there any significant indication of a pronounced
increase in strength to meet the demands of a very laborious opera-
tion, such as occurs rather conspicuously among men. The average
strength of all the women operatives on whom tests have been made
is, in round numbers, 2,000 pounds, a figure not markedly exceeded
by the job strength of the screw-machine workers, 2,170 pounds,
although this latter is the hardest job on which women in this factory
are employed.

2. Strngth Fluctuations from Day to Day.

In the section of this report dealing with the application of the
strength test to male workers emphasis was laid on its usefulness as
an index of general physical condition and, hence, of industrial
efficiency, so far as the latter depends on physical condition. Evi-
dence was presented that output tends to run parallel with strength.
In a general way, therefore, the strength test may be taken as a
criterion of efficiency, and its fluctuations from day to day as indi-
cating variations therein. Direct evidence that output tends to run
parallel to strength has not been obtained for women, since output
data were not available during the period covered by the strength
tests. The point has, however, been made that in women the test is
peculiarly dependent on the mental state, a fact which certainly
suggests the likelihood that it indicates the industrial efficiency as
well. To determine which are days of low strength showing, and to
determine the causative factors concerned are, therefore, problems
of practical importance.
The fact has already been presented that among men the day-to-

day fluctuations in strength tend to be similar in direction and extent
for all the members of a group. The same tendency appears
among the women here under investigation. The data have been
examined only in part, but the results are clear, as follows: For a
period including 65 working days the strength-records of all the
women tested were tabulated, using as the expression of strength the
ratio of the actual strength of the day to the average of all the tests
on the individual. The results were expressed, as above with male
workers, on the basis of 100, so that all days of more-than-average
strength would have a value exceeding 100 and all of less-than-
average strength a value below 100. The tests for each day were
placed in a column by themselves, so that by running the eye down
the columns one could tell immediately whether there was an-y
tendency for the workers to vary in strength as a group; all, or
nearly all, of them being of weaker-than-average, stronger-than-
average, or nearly average strength on the same days. In order for
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a day to )be accepted as showing a -definite tendency it was necessary
that at-least two-thirds of all the records of the day be in accord. Of
the 65 days so examined 49, or 75 per cent, showed such accordance,
and 16, or 25 per cent, failed to show' it. Of the 49 concordant days,
22 were stronger than the average, 13 approximated the average,
and 14 were weaker than the average. From the standpoint of in-
dustrial efficiency the 14 days on which the individuals tested made
as a group a poorer strength showing than the average are of most
interest, for it is reasonable to suppose that the productiveness of
the group was either less than usual on those days, or if maintained
at the standard level was so maintained at the c03t of exceptional
strain upon the workers. By directing the attention to the condi-
tions prevailing on days of poor group showing it should be possible
to discover some of the factors which are responsible for the poor
showing.

3. Fatigue.
Among women workers, as among men, a poorer strength showing

at the end of the shift than at the beginning is interpreted as indi-
cating fatigue. In making this interpretation, as has been previously
suggested, single days are less reliable than series, since it may easily
happen that causes unconnected with fatigue will operate occasionally
to cause the strength showing at the end of the day to be poorer than
at the beginning; but a consistent showing of that character may
properly be looked upon as indicative of fatigue. To determine,
then, whether or not any given worker gave evidence of fatigue her
entire record was scrutinized. If as many as half of all the days on
which she was tested both at beginning and end showed less strength
at the end of the work period than at the beginning, the conclusion
was drawn that her tests showed fatigue. By grouping the workers
in various ways, conclusions as to the influence of different factors on
fatigue become possible. The first factor to be so examined is that
of the strength of the worker. When the workers are grouped
wholly according to strength, without regard to the nature of their
work, slight, though definite, evidence is afforded that the stronger
workers are less susceptible to fatigue than the weaker. The evi-
dence is presented in Table VII.
TABLE VII.-Bhowing that the stronger women workers are ls susceptible to fatigue

than the weaker.

Per cent of Per cent of
Group strength. groupshow- Group strength. roup show-gfatigue. Ugg faptigue.

Lbs. Lbs.
Above 2,400....... ........... 55 1,600-1,800 .............. ....O.s... 682,200-2,400 .......... 60 1,400-1,600... 67
2,000-2,200 .....::............... 67 1,200-1,400. ............................ 80
8-2,000 .... . ............. 61
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It will be seen here that there is, on the whole, more fatigue among
the weaker than among the stronger workers. When the nature of
the work is taken into account this fact appears mrore strikingly.
Below is reproduced from Table VI the grouping of women workers
used in this study, with the average strengths for the groups.

TABLE VIII-Showing the relation of thefatigue of women to the nature of the operation.

Strong Weak
Percent group. group.

Average ofal Per cent Per cent
Operation. strength. showi workers workers

fatigue. showing showing
fatigie. fatigue.

screw machine................................................. 2,170 60 4475
Footpres. 2,020 668050

Drilling ................................. 1,860 71 6980

sassembly... 1,820 66 50 80
Dialpress.........-.. ..... 1,660 420 62

Clerks .2,180 75 66 80
ltcquering. .................................... 2,180 100100
Bench work........:...................................... 1,910 4650 43

To illustrate the relation of strength- to fatigue, the workers in
each operation were divided into a strong and a weak group. The
division was so made that in general the strong and weak groups in
each operation were about of equal size. As Table VIII shows, there
is a distinct tenidency for the weaker workers in any particular oper-
ation to indicate higher susceptibility to fatigue than the stronger
workers in the same operation. Exceptions to this tendency are
noted in the two operations listed as foot-press and bench work. Of
the bench workers only a relatively small proportion gave indication
of fatigue by the criterion here used, as column 3 of the table shows.
The work was very light, as a rule, so that such fatigue as was shown
might well have been due to extraneous causes. All the workers at
the operation of lacquering showed fatigue, corresponding with the pe-
culiarly trying nature of this task which combines exposure to disa-
greeable fumes with close concentration of attention. It is perhaps
worthy of mention that the average degree of fatigue among the
lacquerers, as indicated by the precentage loss of strength at the end
of the work period as compared with the strength at the beginning,
was just twice as great in the weak group as in the strong.
The fatiguing effect of the different operations is suggested by the

figures in column 3 of Table VIII. Except for the operation of lac-
quering, discussed above, these figures do not show any very definite
tendencies toward varying susceptibility in different jobs. They do
show clearly, however, that work recognized as very light has rela-
tively little effect in reducing the strength during the working day.
This is most clearly seen in the operation listed as dial press. Less



than half obf the workers at this job gave evidence of:-fatigue by this
,eriterion, and all who did give such indication were among the weak
group.
The chief deduction to be drawn from these studies, relative to

fatigue in women operatives, appears to be that close concentration
of attention is more productive of fatigue than is routine manual
labor, even though the latter is quite heavy. So far as the strength
test is a reliable criterion, the indication is that undue fatigue is excep-
tional under the conditions prevailing among the women operatives
employed at factory A.

SUMMARY.

1. Fields of usefulness for strength tests are seen in (a) physical
classifications, to aid in selecting operatives for particular jobs; (b)
as criteria of physical condition in connection with the relationship of
physical condition to industrial efficiency; (c) as criteria of fatigue.

2. The method of testing the strength of industrial workers is
described in detail.

3. Evidence is presented showing that with males laborious opera-
tions-tend to develop approximately equal strength among the workers
therein; in other words, there is a "standard" strength for each job.
A table of the strengths associated with the various operations
studied is given.

4. Male workers at very light operations are shown to have, in
general, the average strength for adult males. A single group, made
up of men with various disabilities and engaged in a very light sitting
operation, had, an average strength markedly less than the mean for
healthy adult males.

5. Evidence is offered that within individual grotips of males the
stronger workers are likely to be more efficient industrially than the
weaker.

6. The occurrence among male Workers at laborious operations of
individuals`whose strength is much less than the standard for- the
job, and somewhat below the usual figure for healthy adult males, is
assumed to be indicative of "staleness" due to persistent over-
exertion. Workers giving sigus of "staleness" show greater varia-
tions in the distribution of strength among the muscles in successive
tests that do normally strong operatives.

7. The question of the genuineness of poor strength showings is
discussed and evidence given that it is more difficult to make delib-
erately an inferior -test than to put forth full strength, and also that
the variations in successive tests would necessarily be wider if the
tests were fraudulent than are seen in the poor series here under
examination.
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8. That physical condition, as indicated by the strengt showing,
tnds to. bear a definite relationship to the industrial efficiency as
expresed in output is shown by comparisons of day-to-day records
of various male workers.

. 9. Observations are given showing that there is a definite tendency
for the strength of all the male workers in a skigle environment to
fluctuate similarly from day to day. The conclusion is drawn that
external factors are operative in determining strength, and that these
act on all the workers alike. Among these the temperature at which
the work is carried on suggests itself as important. There is evidence
that persistent exposure to temperatures above 300 C. (860 F.) is
unfavorable to strength. Relative humidities between 70 and 80
per cent appear to favor high strength showing. Other climatic
influences have not been demonstrated to be operative. There is
some suggestion that psychic influences, such as the arrival of
pay day, may be operative. Since strength correlates with pro-
ductiveness, the analysis of these extemal factors promises to be
significant.

10. In general, strong male workers show less fatigue than do
weaker workers. This holds both for workers regardless of,the
nature of their work and for the strong and weak groups within
particular operations.

11. Evidence is given indicating that the impairment of physique
due to exhaustion may be so severe as to require considerable time
of rest for recovery to normal strength.

12. There is evidence that the effects of fatigue are persistent, in
that they tend to appear on the day following a day of fatigue.
Severe fatigue is more likely to show this persistent effect than is
mild fatigue.

13. Days of poor physical condition are more likely to be followed
by days of fatigue than are days of good condition, or days on which
no demonstrable fatigue appears.

14. There is no evidence that the strain of night work in an eight-
hour shift, changing every two weeks, impairs physique. A perma-
nent night shift, working 12 hours nightly 5 nights in the week, aver-
aged 15 per cent lower in strength than the day shift doing precisely
sjmilar work; but the evidence is insufficient to decide whether or not
this poorer showing was actually due to the night work.

15. Women operatives show a gradation of strength corresponding
with the laboriousness of their work; the actual strength showing
is, however, regularly less than would be anticipated in manual
workers.

16. Women employed at tasks requiring mental alertness or close
concentration make better strength showings than those engaged
in routine manual toil, even though the latter be relatively heavy.
A corresponding relationship is not apparent among male workers.
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17. Tlie s evidence that among wotnen, as among men, external
factors influence the strength showing. The workers in a similar
environment tend, as a group, to var in the same direction from
day to day,

18. Among women, as among men, demonstrable fatigue is more
manifest in weaker workers than in stronger. The most pronounced
indications of fatigue are presented in an operation requiring close
concentration and carried on in a disagreeable environment.
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NEW YORK LAW RELATING TO CARE OF TUBERCULOUS
PATIENTS.

A New York law (chapter 900, approved May 21, 1920) provides
for the isting and recommendation by the State commiioner of
health of private institutions and dwellings found suitable for the
board and lodging of tuberculous patients, and further provides for
State aid to tuberculous patients, not bedridden, who are unable to
pay either in whole or in part for such board and lodging. The law
reads as follows:
SEcnON 1. The health officers of any city, town, or village in the State shall have

power to certify to the State department of health such private institutions or dwell-
ings within their jurisdiction as may be suitable and desirable for the board and
lodging of tuberculous patients. If such institutions and dwellings or any others be
deemed by the commissioner of health of the State of New York to be suitable for
such purpoe, such commioner shall, with the consent of the owners or lesees of
such institutions or dwellings, make a list thereof and recommend the same for the
care of tuberculous patients as hereinafter provided. The district supervisors of the
State department of health shall file quarterly with the department of health of the
State of New York a certificate containing a statement of the condition of such insti-
tutions or dwellings in so far as concerns sanitation, and any other matter bearing
upon their suitability for the medical treatment and care of tuberculous patients.

SEC. 2. Any tuberculouis patient who is a citizen and has been for one year a resident
of the county in which such application is filed may make application for State aid
as provided for in this act. Such patient shall file with the health officer of the
village, town, -r city in which he may reside a statement of his financial condition,
setting forth that he requires public aid. If upon investigation by representatives
of the State department of health or of a local health officer, it is found that such
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person is in fact suffering from tuberculaosi such helthofficershll imm ly
traiwnit such application to the commisioner of health of the State. if the cor-
missione of health shll co4er the applicant a proper subject for State aid, the
applicant shall beradmitted to board and lodging in one of the instituions or dweUinp
listed a hereinbefore provided. Such applicant may resde in such instutioro
dwe for such period as in the judgment of the supervisrs of the State or city
department of health may be deemednecey. One-third of the expens of board-
ing and lodging of such applicsat sh be borne by the applicant himself, and if
appropriation be made therefor the balance by the coun'ty in *hich such applicant
reides; except that, in the case of applicants financilly unable to pay, the county
shall bear the entire expense theteof.
A fixed and uniform rate of payment for board and lodging shall be prescibed by

the State department of health, except that the rate of payment shall be determined
by the city department of health and the commoner of health as to patients resid-
ing in cities of the fint clas. The health officer of the city, town, or village shall
mnthly, in advance, collect from each person resding within their respective dis-
itiicts who is boarded and lodged hereunder, except such whom the health ofcr of
the city, town, or village shall find to. be financially unable to pay such expense,
one-third of the expense of boarding and lodging of each such patient and pay the
same into the county treasury. The board of edimate and apportionment of the city
of New York shall, and the board of aldermen, common council, board of super-
.visors, or, as the cae may be, such board or body in the respective cities, tows,
and villages of the State as may have power to appropriate money for the use of such
city, town, or village, may appropriate and include in the anual budget oxother
esimate of expenditus the funds necemary to pay the charg imposed by this act
and shall include the amount in the tax levy succeeding such Apptbpriation. Suci
health. officer of the city, town, or vilage {hall at monthly intevals pay over to the
owners, lesses, orma of such institutions or dwellings the expens of boadin
and lodging each such patient as may be therein lodged and boarded. The distict
supervior of the State department of health or of any city department of health shall
be required to make visits to institutions or dwellings where tuberculous patients
board at sufficiently frequent intervals so as to report upon violations of
for sanitation and care of the patient and such regulations which Ihall be established
by the State department of health in conformity and in accordance with this act.
The failure of any owner, lessee, or manaer of an insfitution or dwelling house in
which a tuberculous patient boards to maintain such standads as are prescribed by
the State department of health for the conduct of such establishments shall result
in the revocation of the certificate to board tuberculow patients isued to such insti-
tutions or dwellings. If the district supervisor of the State or city department of
health finds that the patient who is admitted to board in such institutions or dwell-
ings fails to comply with reasonable rules and regulations established by the State
department of health to govern his- conduct and personal hygiene, such patient Shall
thereupon forfeit the right to further benefits under this act. The district super-
visors of the State or city department of health, or official representatives properly
delegated by them, shall be required to vist institutions or dwellings in which tuber-
culous patients are boarded'under the terms of this act to give such advice and medi-
al treatment as may be neceesary in each individual case. They shall also be
required to instrmct the patients and the owners, managers, lese, and the hfmilies
of the latter as to the methods for the prevention of the spread or tranmion of
tuberculosis. Under the terms of this act the benefits herein enumerated shall be
given only to those tuberculous individuals who are not bedridden and who do not
require bedside nursing or special care.
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IDEATHS DURIG WE ENDED JULY 31, 1S.'
PIa the "Wely HethIUdex," Aug. 3,1920, Issued by the Bureau of the Ces, Dqartn otet

Datofrom ll aus- n certain lary cities of the United State. during t wek nded
July31, 19s0, mantotlity (fer cent), annual death rate, and omparison with
correspndingsa ofpre4ng year.

Week ended July Percent ofdeaths
PQ?iltIoIi 31,1920. under 1 year.

City. | 190,i l l death rate Weak
Jeetto Total Death per °,000. ended Previous

reasin. e-u rate..' Jlty 31, year or

_______ 1 ______ 1920.

eaM

A nOhi .... 208,435 31 7.8 811.9 25.8 820.4
Albny, N.Y........... . 113,344 25 11.5 C 10.2 4.0 C 4.5
Atlanta'Ga.................. ... 200,616 11.4 C 14.2 9.1 C 5.6
BatImore,Md. ................ 733,826 208 14.4 A 17.9 26.6 A 28.0
Blrmlngham,Ala........ . ... ...........178,270412.9 A 20.9 22.7 A 18.0

Bm 7..................... 47,923 1" 11.4 A 15.0 14.0 A 17.5
srdr,COIm......................43, 152 23 8. 4 ....... 2.1.... . 1......

iUfale,N.'Y ........... - 05,.875W 102 10.5 C 1.4 11.8 C 26.9
C hildSe........................... 109,45 23 11.0 A 11.2 13.0 A26.3.2,701,212 n _9.......... . 2,701'219.1 A 13.6 14.5 A 26.7
C nnaI,Ohio . .. 401,15 88 11.4 C 14.5 10.2 C 16.2
Clevead .7...Oo. 796,36 141 9.2 C 11.3 12.8 C 14.7
Columbu Ohio.237,031 35 7.7 C 12.7 11.4 C 12.3
Dayton, o S^ o... ...j153' 21 7.1 C 11.7 19.0 C 17.6
Dver,Colo .......... . 256 369 77 15.7 A 10.6 9.1.
Detroit,th ........99.. 3, 73 195 10Q2.2... 22.6P1Rerw, ............... . ... ..24 10. 4 C 14. 3 .......6'WFallRIve,' as120.485 2 104 C43 20.8 C.
GrandRaids, .............. 137 634 23 8.7 C .4 21.7 C 14.3

138.6........... 13 15 5,7 ........... 20.0.
Inldlanapolis.Inld.'.................. 314,194 80 13.3 C 14.3 163 C 9.4
JerseyCY" NJ.........; 297,864 64 11.2 C 12.8 20.3 C 12.3
KansasCty,Kam.101,078 30 15.5. 27
KansasCity,Mo.4313,785 64 10.6 C16.9 12.5 Ci67
Los Aneldes Calif . 575,480 129 11.7 A 12.8 10.1 A 10.0
Loousvll,ky.....234, 91 37 8.2 C017 8.1 C 10.7
LowefMam... 112,479 27 12.5 A 18.1 25.9 A 35.1
Memphls,' , , ,,Tenn.. ,,, 192,351 44 14.1 C 18.8 11.4 C 25.9
Mlwaukee,Wis. .......... 457,147 89 10.2 A 12.3 11.2 A 16.5

nneapoll~Mini ............. 380,498 75 10.3 C 10.0 10.7 C 11.1
NhvieTnn..183424.4. 19.4 C 22.1 1 5.9 C 16.0

Newark NJ. r . 414,216 85 10.7 C 12.6 24.7 C 31.3
NWBeord ................. 121,217 25 10. 8 A 19.9 44.0 A 39.9
NewHaven ............... 162,390 27 8.7 C 10.7 33.3 C 21.2
NWOrla ................ 387,219 108 14.5 A 18.1 19.4 A 14.2
Naklaw , N..::.... 5,921,151 1,118 10.4 C 11.2 20.7 C 22.6

Omahcand,CS............... 218,361 38 9.2 A 10.4 7.9 A 9.8
Omaha Nebr ....................... 191,601 43 11.7 C 9.3 11.6 C 23.5
Pbhiade;hii Ps. ................... .,1 ,823 158 360 10.3 317.0 21.9 823.9
PlttaburhaP ................... 588,193 151 13.4 C 11.4 27.2 C234
Porand, ....................25,288 43 8.7 C 9.2 7.0 C 11.1
Provldice,R..I......, 263,613 54 10.7 C 9.7 20.4 C 24.5
* RoNI.st N.Y ....................... 295,850 55 9.7 C8.9 23.6C2.0
St. Louis, Mo.772,897................. M M 153 10.3 C 10.7 14.4 C 12.7
8t.Paol,MInn........ .....................234,595 41 9.1- C8.5 9.8 C 13.2
SanFranClsc'o,CaW M.g, 508,410 106 10.9 C 12.3 11.3 C07
Seattle Wash ....... 315,652 52 S. 6 A 7.7 7.7 A 9.2
SPDUne, Wash... 104,204 29 14.5 C 12.0 13.8 C 4.2

Id,Mass.129,...................... 129338 28 11.3 ............ 10.7 ............
oledo,OIo--.243,109 56 12.0 A 15.8 7.1 A 20.8

Traiton,N.J........ . ..............119,289 31 13.6 A 17.7 16.1 A 31.4
Washngton,D.C................... 437,571 99 11.8 A 17.5 20.2 A 17.1

.................... _179,741 30 &7 C 14.6 20.0 C 20.0
Yonkers, Y ...................... 100,226 15 7.8 ........... 13.3 .
Youngstown, Ohio .................. 132,358 21 &3 ........... 42.9.

AAnnual r ites per 1,000 population
2"A" Indicates data for the corresoding week of the years 1913 to 1917, inclusive. "C" indicatesdata

for the correondIng week of the year 1919.
Da are bsed on statistics of 1915, 1916, and 1917.

4 Populat estimated as of July 1, 1918.

Summary of informWtion receivel by teleraph from industrial tnsurance compantes for
week ended JTuly 31, 1920.

Policies in force ....................................................... 44,280,116
Number of death claims .............................. 6,647
Death claims per 1,000 policies in force, annual rate ..................... ...7.8
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U-SBfleCounty-miller Townsdip..... 1
Oak Park........ .1.........

Searletlever
Choeip. ....................... .

Scerig........................ 26Smallpox..36_
......................0.................36

Typhoid e. ................... 15

IOWA.

Ceebroispulnmefningtis-Id County.
Chicken pox.................................
D d...................................
........................................

gmbt ewer.........;........................

Dubuqe.................
Bmtteig......... :.......................T.yhoid iever......................

Whoopw gco&.............................

I

i

Chicken pox................................. 5
Diphtheria ................................. 19
Dysentery (amebic) ........................... 1

..1u...................................

Maaria. ................................. 4

Xmuln s............ . .............1
Pneumoa.......... 3
Sarletfer .......... 35

Smalpox........... 35
Tetanus .......... 3
Tberulods .......... 63
Typhoid fever .......... 31
Whooping cough . .......... 33

LOUNA.jN,
aaia........ 217

Mles.......... 4
Pneumonia........ 4
Salet fever ........ 4

SmallPo......... 6
Tuberculsis .......... 40
Typhoid fever ........ 29
Whooping cough .............................. 7

Chicken pox...................................
Dipheis..........

eran maseha.@@s@v@e@@w

Wnfluenza..Measles
Portland.................................
Watervile.................................
Scmttering.................................

et fever....................................o.....................................
SSber...................................Smallpox .. .................................

Tuberculosis ..............................
Tyiphoid fever .................
Wfhooping cough ................

3
4
2
1

15
8

33
6
4
6
2
29
7
10

Cereb a men t......................
Chicenp.................................
Diphthezia..--
Dysenty................................
Gean ........

e............... .......................

Lethargic encep eaaitis.. .........
Ma.ri..................................
Mese................. .......................
M u m ps......
Opthnomnia n...................
Patyphoid l ver.............................
n m (a forms)......................
Scarkt fever..................................
Sepelsore throat.......... .............

........ .......... ......
Tab es..................................
Typhoid fever.................................
Whooping uh.............................

2
5
13
19
2
6
1
1
5
28
3
3

24
16

3

45

Cerebrospinal meningitis ..................... 4
Chicken pox.................. 6
Conjunctivitis (suppurative). 4
Diphthea. .113
Dysentery .1
German measles. 3
Hookworm. 1

ua................... .. .. .'.. 1. .

Meases .136
lums .20
Ophthlmia neOnatorum .14
Pellagra.2
Pneumoia (lobar) ............ 20
Poliomyelitis. 5
&arlct fever .9
geptic sore throat. 2
Tetanus ..... 1
Tuberculosis (all forms) .153
Typhoid fever .24
Whooping cough. 235

Pollomyelts.. . 1
mallpox. . ..

MISISPI.

Diphtheria ....................................
Sarlet fever...................................
Smallpox.....................................
Typhoid fever.................................

MONTANA.

Cerebrospinal menigltis-Great Fals.
Diphtheria.................................
Poliomyeitis-Corad .........................
Scarlet fever ........ . .

Eeptic sore throat.............................
Smallpox......................................
Typhoid fever................................

'Weet ended Friday.

22
10
1i
42

1
9
1
7

2-
1 .

1931

L
I
I
L

r
I
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1933 -A&Wust 1, 1920.
wamumi .nIiud wossenlud

kee-Contnue'd. Cases. SeatteIn-ContInued. Ca
Saetf....... 11 Diph th erih ........... 25
bna. ....... 2 Measls ...
Tuberuls. . .......... s17 Poliomyelltis ........ . 4
Typhoid feer. .......... 2 Scarlet leer.37
Whooping ouh .......... Smallpox . . 35

eatterlng .lbTuberculosis .. 8
Cerebrosinal mningitis .................. 1 Typhoid fever . .12
Chicken pox..12...................... .. 2Whoping c ..ogh. . I

Kentucky Report for Week Ended July 31,,1920.
Cabses.F - Came.

CerebroBpsnIlmeningitis-Jelerson County 1 Septesore ............................. 1I
Chicken pox...... 3 Smallpox:
Cheleainbatum........... 1 Darien County. 7
Diphtheria ....... 12 atting..... 13
DyErentery ....... 2 Tslliis..... 3
Influena....... Trachoma..... 22
fae.. ....... 12 Tibercuiods ..... 18
Pelaga ........ 1 Typhoid fever ..... 19
Pneumonia ....... 3 Whooping cough ..... 10
Sarlet fever. ....... 3

SUMMARY OF CASES REPORTED MONTHLY BY STATES.
Tables showing, by counties, the reported ces of cerebrospinal meningitis, influenza, malaria, pelLgra,

poliomyelitis, smallpox, and typhoid fever are published under the names of these diseases. (Seo namo
i thes and other dseass lb the table of contents.)
The following monthly State reports include only those which were received dunng the current week.

These reports appear each week as received:,~ ~~~* T
State.

Ohio(June) ....... 11 290 24 18 2,918 ...... 5 740 602 111
Texas(May) .........52 70 83 226 14 ; 5 453 42
Texas(June) .......4

'

43 ..;.... 1,715 106 21 ...... 29 230 114

RECIPROe~AL NOTMFCATION.
Connectcut-July, 1920.

Cae of communicble dises referred during July, 1920, to other State health depart-
ments by departmen of healh of the State of Connedicut.

Diseasesatficatiof n. Referred to health authority of- Why referred.

Diphtheria:
Granwich, Conn..Ste......t Board of Health, Concord, Onset of disease while in camp at Pe.

N. H. tersbgro, N. R. Patient retumed to
her home in Greenwich.

Marlborough, Conm...... State Department of Health, Al. Onet of disease 2 da'-s after patient's
bany, N. Y. baving New York-ltp.l!opId fever..

EastOrnnby, Conn..... State Bod of Health, Jackn. Patient arrived ill from Lakeand, Fla.
vifle 1'la

Washigton, Conn..... State b rtent of Heth, Al Onset of dises o10 das after patient's
banr,1I.Y leaving her home in New York Cty.

Greenwich, Cenn........ .... PadoPatient visAted R:-e, N. Y., 2 weks
prior to onet ofdiae.

Waterbury, Conn ...... .....do...........................dOnst of disease 2 da.s after patient's
arriving on S. S. Philadelphia at
port of New York.

Stamford, Con ......... chetts repartment ofPub. Onset of disease 3 da-s after patient's
Hle Health, Boso, Mass. arriving on S. S. Cretlc at Boston,

Mass.



-ugast 1S, 192

-N"r 1 .

During the week edded Juy 24, 1920, on cm ot athax is
reported at New Brunsw-fk, N. J., and two se wer repoted
at Philadelphia, Pa.

- ' EUNaSdTen Repo&NPiG1tIS.
Oiao sh Texa fljotaa Smt,, 1920.

* ~~Plc. , S PIc2
fpfd.

ielmont Douyy....................
Be C .. I ....... .....................

cQr_., ........... .... I .0 10to ...... ......carkCn tty .................. I O
summit countyu .......- . . . . .rol..........mmmt.......

to al 11.

*s 3ep1 At W&ttue)bt* E1"
'% eolummi heeded aA*erge eoesi' gfes the #reraguImIer of ses reported during the orespCd

l & of pfetv yoEr for Wih dattare avaible. T tSied are 1915 to 1919, Inclusive, but in
mazy ltnstinoes Oh kh1*tle b noi aviglable fot the fW1w$ *W. In these cas the wverage include
fros aoe to snr teats.

... . Ave~AAe. A a
Pkiee. age Pi"e6.

.' We. beatilb rwINK , , se _ aa i M^~~~~~~~~~Nt.Ywk: .
Oakland.............. 0 1 2 *....... .......... 0 .......0 IComnecUeult:.......... ,6 2 3Ne4wBritain....... 0. 1 2 Ohio:
NewHae .... ...... .....- . I

M ols: ...............I ........ReI
........... ...... I

. B~~~~6 I.,'LLt,§g

gpr,n.,ld,.....,'Ot.,,.... , .i1
Taunon-, . j........

. -0 "k mOn .......... .....

............. )......... ......

arn ..... . §........ ....... ..Cr,... ,,,,eX..........,

T t l ....

..
f) .....

uanmie by

tA1wa~Ta I.

See TelegMaphk *Mkly rorts bom Stes, page 193; Monthly
Elt~p3p 1933; ad Weekly report- from cities, page. 1944.



011.flesIftt*l,1s

eases lI.reoed

reparted. rpor

t~i d n . ; . bUuus . 1

1>* Gty ~~.......... ;......... I otaw CO-tty ......... .....Wmyt .................i. 2 mit ....... .....y* ....aIbi ir ~......... o............. 4 TM bitU Y...y .............-;....

^~~~~~~~ . . .. . .. . . . . .. iW C W ....... .. .. ....

: j ~~~~........1.. ........ ... .. .

(Itk "~&kWeek M6d 1* 24s, 1h.

Chicag . ... .... .. ..t. - ....li..... ........... .. I
Indiana
Iarlndian poIs 1 ewYrIk
Cumberland........ . ..

Massac.husetts: M ...........

Bos ton. 3 .
Michigan:

Detroit ...... .......... .... ......I

LETEAGIC RNOtPRIAT3IS.

San Frnadl, Calif., ElmDi, X. lt* d Ashtaboul, OIf

)uritigthe week ended July 24, 1920, one case of lethatgic an-

oephalitis wii reporttd at San 1'rea4isco, Calif., toe oaee rtoported
at Elmira, N1. Y., and one death wa. reported at Ashtabtd&, Ohio.

O*bo;"M trdxa ot MkmMALafIA.

0*1 ./I

h~ame

Ohio (June):
Adn Cany....................Cnabi otnt ........... ;; .fw -~ itntf................
NW M a--e ..........:;.:
Ottamb Counlty-...................
,8mnt CUty....................
TotbA.........j...................

repoirted.
~. .. . ......_ .._ is

She ......... .
B w ~~~........ ..... .

Wailer b M 13
Wasabigton...... t..... 2

texa (JuUe).71i5_ i . . . . ,,
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0

MALARUA-Contlnued.

City Reprs frw Week Elded July 249 1920.

Place. Cases. Deaths. Plac Cases. Deaths.
Alabams:

Alaba2 Massahusetts:
B ni m .............Iha m.1..... I kotn.................1.......1

Arkasas:. Haverh ........ l 1...........
Fort Smith............... 2. Now Jersey:
Littletock . 12 .... ...... Ha. 1 ...........
North Little Roc........ ............... .. .Newark 1 ..

Californi: Ohio:
Sacramento.............. 1 A r A on.................... 1....1.

Geooria: Toennesse
Atlanta ... Memphis................. 22
Brunswick . ....1.......... Texas:
Savannah ...........4..D..... allas. 28

fllinois: Waeo...............
East St. LOUIS ............ 2 .. Virglh:

Loan Richmond............... ......1
a ........ 28....'

See Telegraphic weekly reports from States, page 1930; Monthly summaries by
States, page 1933; and Weekly reports from cities, page 1944.

.. ~~~PELLAGRA.

Texas Reports for May and June, 1920.

plaeo Noweam place.Newcasesreotd reported

Texas (May): Texas (June):
asto County .......2 Bastrbp County-.
Dalas.outy... 6 Bastrop . 3
Jefferson Cont,- Bexar County-
Beaumont...... 1 San Astonio .4
cLnan County- Dallas County-
Waco............................ 2 Dallas..1

Nuec County- Fannin County-
CorpusChrist .1 Honey Grove..2

Tarrant unty- Hamilton County-
Fort Worth .2 Woo... 11

Total .14 Total .2.

City Reports for Week Ended July 24, 1920.

Place.-Cse. D sac Cases. Deaths.

Alaaa Masahsetts:
Montgomery.......Ntmo1...........3 3 ........

Arkansas: Tennessee:
Fort Smith ...... 1 ...Mm.. mphis..........1 ......

IAttle Rok ....... 1. Te:
Geoixis: Dallas .................... ..........Georjat:.......... .....

2 VIrginia:
annahk................ .....Petersbu.................. 1

lKentucky: Rihod . -1 1
Lexinton . . ............1

Louisiana:
NewOrleasD ... i ,,,,.r.1. 1
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Perwq4v. Cases. Doeaths. 1e4,

A cmnty .............. . 1%Im.1 1..IMOR 14-*
PN au i. 3 toJAug. ;,m190... 7 4h> ...... At. ,,, .. ~~~~~~~.......... , ....... ..
Do . ,g 24 4~op..... . ..Mta,A , I= ............ .

1
.

*NowrQrjeans.. Q0;et 32tffDe ....,...... 12 4
........ t Au............ 4

............ _,@ } ...... .........2Tpzas:.A2-,I2. 1920.
Beaawioa . 1sI o to Aug, 2,192012........l 3

........ w.*#WFlG 11v t° A1w..... i .......

PorAq g.t 19t..... A-g.........1, 19
Port itl4...I... b'72 *. 1 1

Plagueoitect.4 Rodei-a.

P1mg.P,tRol .ovdRd.

a o (8ab)1 (98.-
Aa t ............... Apr. 11 to JuIy1Q 28

Apd Celtay 1........... to JulylO ................^Be CountJr .~~~~............. a y 03 to Julby 1O ................i...... I
°,( . ty ................ une 13 to July 16 ............... # ,3

qnty................ July 1O............... 16&s^8Q qwy-* ------ -- ---....................... ...........de .............. ",.. 3
880 aqti1Ip UWl$ty ................. Apr.dto July 1O ................ .4

r1................ A to July1O.8 a ......2.................. 5&MtA
Cn, .................. ga g Jly1 ...................... ,218tM.Cgpty......... .;. MayWto ulyO.................,..2

~~~ ~ ~~. . .t * ......................
.o ....,,.. Aug tp ....................... t4

: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1919.
IIs. .................. Nov. I to Dec. 31 . 2..

1920.
Do....... ,P. ., Jan, I Aug.2...........................
Do.......,............ Aug 44 9t.........o.*v**v@t..........**-........ 9

Beaumnt .........luJ..,... Y,ly 14 Aug. 2...................... P........

Do. , ,,,I,,,p....... Aug.3 to9..Galvest.a..t........ ii oAug . .........43....... 4*
Do...........u...............Aut.q.99.............................I

Rodents forP age bfecffo

r1ace. I'etd oovered.. .

Hilwaii
HonoIubi..We* ended July 17.... 0

New Orjmesu-
Moos norveoex ......... .....We* ended July24..........

. ...... ...... ..,.
E[o. . . .. . . . . .e.w. . .. .. .... .. .. . .. ..i.O
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A~t1, 1920. 1938
PNEMONA (A FORMS).'

City leport fr Week Ende Ju 249,1920.
Plae. Cam. Deat Ple. DI Death.n

I -1 I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
A

lm....a......
ontgoery.............
To..................

A ...........

, B-*..................
- LOS .A ..............

nDiego................
8g............
D..................

Pueblo............
Conneeticut:

Brigport..............
Brstol...................
No'w Britain........

NeWHaves........
Nfew ondon.........

DisitofCbI
Washington.........

Atlanta...................
Rome...................
Snnh..............

Alton.....................
Aur ..................
Cairo.....................
hbcngo..................

Danville.

Oak Park.............

1ndlxaw
- ortP=. ............

'FOrt Wayne.......

Rihmod.............

Flort Scott.ibov ...............

Ud wl................
Wichita.........

;entU
Covngo........

Lois~e.........

New Orla............
Maine.

Aubrn..................
Biddeford

Portland.
Pd........... ..

Bastt

thampton..........
Gadner..........B................
'h...............
a..................

New Bedixd.......

Soerville................
Woreer..............

Dtrolt...................

TraverCity............
W.............. .

-ert.................
S3t. Paul.........

1

...........

1

3

4

..........

........ ..

11

....... ...

7
2

..........

..........

1
1
2

is

3

1
2

2

.1

6

3
3

2
2

3

..1
3

1

12

2

1
2
1

16

2
1

1
2

2

2

1

1

1
1

14

2

3

1
2

2

1

.i
1

3

1

1

41
14
31

2

. 2

- 1

MoXntana.
Butte.....................
Great Falls..............

Nebraska:.
Licoln...................
Omaha...................

INevda:
Reno....................

New Hampshire:
1.-lXeh................

Nasima...................
New Jery:

Bayonne..............
I t1~ ~...............
IElisabethHebote................

JrCylty...............(eary......
Maitchir...........
Newk......

passw .....

PerthAmboy.

We New York.....
NewY:

Albany....
IBinamton.tBu

............

Geneva ...............
Lackmnna.............
Lockport .........

MtountVrnon.
NewYork.
Rochester.........
Syracme..
Yoke...............

North Carolna:
Dubam.................
Grenbor............
Wilmino..............

-Ohio:
Akr ...................
Alliance...........
Barerton.............

Cleveland ..............
Coalumbs................
Dayton...................
Fremont.
Lar ................
Norwood.
Toleo..

Okb_om:
OklahomaCity.

Prer,,,and..................
Pennsylania:
Ph ip.............

Rhodoe
Pawtwket...............
Providen...............

South Dakota:
Sioux Fais...............

Tennessee:
Memphs................

Teaxs:
ElPaso..................

Utah:
Balt LAke City..... .

Verm nt:
Burlin,..............

canmod...............
West

HB mt..............
Parkesburg.............
WheoUneg................

Wisonsn:
Waumo.................

.........

I..

.........

1

2

1
3,1

...........

..........

1
1

........-.

..........1
4

..........
1

3

1

.........

..........

.................,
4

.....J...

2
1

23

1

'1

..........

' '''''.i

1

1

2
* i

2
2
1

..........

*....i

60
2

'' i

20

1
1

1

1

..........2

3

20

1

2

1

20

1
1
1. -

1.

L

i

i,

L
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POLIOMYTLMTS (1NIANTIJZ PARALYSIS).
Ohi Reper for lJoe 1920

reported rwte&

le ao.- ft ............ vim tCMt ................ ., .. . .

CaaC4mlty..........:-1.............,-.#ew¢- ........... ----- . ; 1 8t ty ~~...............
E11 Reob ttw Week &d ly 24, 19*0.

Th sciut headed "Attitaee iobj' gts the av*rg ntbmbeI of oase repwe d lt Oa eo.
apCbhi* wk of previt Yam t t are avhlbe. ThMears uadMt1t1b oo 1tl9tliwhMtve,
but in z'"itlhtanses th lnormatIeIx ii at savilabs A* th tell Ave year In the amas heeftge
lnitdewku tsoe to foatyoina.

cam.M**

oDetofaS~~~~~~~~~~~~~Avt

...I..._ .. . e
, l_ D

B st k......... .... .. ,t;''
CS :Le.&.N

........

- -

8t. I IVAln

wr k........... .......... . . . '.-'

Aveage Ids turh 1.

~ ~ .. ,. ..e id

* ' ~~IN AN ' '
D b,h&-W* Elt J* 24 10

During the Mk ended 3u1y4 1920, one- cuse of rabia in imls
Wu f - tted, at Detroit, MtNo

Bots. q1 ewatt

BlolePlaphicWa.kly XmSt pW 1930; by
StO,p pap 1933; mDWeeklyr,*&bfWoMeknties, pyp 1944.

Duigte ekede uy4,12,on aeofrbe i nml

alf Report for 3w, ad Texa Reoris *r May A" jo%, inS.

"ace. J Dai if. . _m_ _ _

O° (lm):
Aam ounty.......
k Kxo;y.............
A ta 'County........
Athens County...........
A sCounty........
Cau County.C^rTol County:..........
(champain Conty.
Clark Cty....
Clinton Conty..
Coluxmblana County...

44

2

1
10

3
4

3

Ohio (June)-Continued.
QavIotydCountyCAsboa County........

lcesty.............
Delaware County.........
Erie County..............
Fairfield County..........
Fayette County..........Franklin County.
Gesuga Comty...........

..........

..........

n. ..........

12.
14...,1 . ,

...1I4j1o .Ag;

..........

..........

..........

..........

... ......

........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..T......



August 13.1020. 1940
SMALLPOX-CLontinued.

Old. Report for Jue, and Texas Reports for May and June. 1920-Continued.

Place. casi4Deats_[ Place. casws. Deth.
Ohio (Jlu)-Contlnued.
Ge County...........
Hamlton Coumty........
ardin ounty.........
mm" County............
Jefferson Conty.......
Knx County............

Cou 6nty..........

eIAanC:ounty.;
Lrcounty............

l PlCounty........
Maamtgney .ount......

mty'...........
Mcrrw ..yCounty.

sigu Couy............Paudigounty.*o

ry County..........

luComty.......Portag County.......

PutnomCotuit.
ItW&blad County.-
Ross CmXmty ....
audky onty........
SotoCoUnty........
Strk County............
ummtConty........

Trumbull County........
R Colmty............Uion}County.....

WarenCounty...........
Willam Comuty........
Wood County............
Wyadot County........

Total...............

My):
aropC ny.........

' Ct~~~....... .....

Carson .......

DalsCounty-
DalL................
Gand Pirie.

Denton CountyQ-
Denton...............

Eastland County..
Payette County ...
Hal County..............

Lkvlw
Harrio County-

Marshall...........
HoodCounty............
Hunt County...........
Iohnon County-

Cleburne...............
Kmble County.........
LTaveCounty-

Yka.Em.............
Live Oak County-

Thme Rivers........
Meena County-

Waco................
Nolan County-

SWeetwater..........
Palo Pinto County.......
Parker County...

W,etherIord..........

1
13
5
4
3
1
3
1
2
32
10
1

18
2
5
3
14
2
112
1
4

8
1
7

it

89

10
5
19
8

40

2
4

3
58
3

20

3
1
1
3

3
2

16

27
2

7

10

5

7
40
6

10

XosCounty-.
Bndersn............

Shelby County...........
Smith County-

Tye................
Somervflle County.......
Tarrat County-

.F-ort Worh...........
Tap4tt:.-.0..........TravisCoty-

Austin.................
WalerCoty.....
Wichita County-

Burkbumett.........
Total...............

Texas (June):
Bel County..........

BiltnL.............
DBoaneCounty...........
Bowle County-

Texarwkma............
C deman County..........
Colln Count..........
DallsCounty-
Dal Dals..............

Denton County-
ton...............

De ittCounty-
Yerktown...........

El Paso County-
E;l Paso.............

HallCounty.........
Hlam County.........
Harrison County-

Marshl.............
Hederson County........
Hunt County.............
Johnson County-.

Cleburne.

McLenaCouznty-
W.o.................

Midland CoUty-
MWad ..............

Palo Pinto County......
Mlineral Wells......

Parkrer

we"tho:ord..........
RobertsCounty..........
Shelby County ...........

Ofio.................
SmithCouty-

TYer...........
Tarrat Oounty-

Fort Wrt......
Polytechnic.

Tom Gree County-
Sn Angelo.

Travis County.
Upshur County-

Gilme.........
Wicb'ta -ounty-

Burkburnett.
Electra.

Total.

10
14
3
11
50
62
7
2
3
is

8
11
14
1
1

10

13
9
2
9
4
5
7
7
8
23
4
2
12
I
8
8
2
3
7
7

25
3
2
3
3
5
3

230

LL

I

-

I

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

. . . . . . . . . .

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

. . . . . . . . . .

..........

. . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . .

..........

..........

. . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . .

..........

. . . . . . . . ..

. . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . .

..........

. . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . .

..........

. . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . .



194" A *is, 9

SMALlOX-Ontinued.

C- URsw ffez W.. Ended J* 24s 1

OM aosheedEM1Avera cah O" givw ft av gnumberof camerepwt ddurtnego
v* f "yaw t w ,S w ?beyearsusedsa1915to1l919Ii'I but#_ N ny

tancest tao not aailable i i AVe Yer. these es the awgveap lwadup s

e to four yva

Caiornia:
Alameda.......
Lo ec..........

Oah............

Colorado:
Denver..............
Goseeey..Pueloy ........

a..
P . ..........

Atata..............
Idaho:

Boise ......
Ifinois:

Eioonst ..........

RoanstSt ......

Pat.W..ne.........

Davengrt.Dubue.........

Pe a........
Louisiana:.

.......

NW Offis.....
Chlcopw..........

Michian:.IBattle .....-.Detroit .......

8ot d....... ,_

Dae^............

DuOut .......:.
,'C# ...........

Pr ..........

Nebraska:
Omaha ............

Aves- --U-L Avw..
Flaw. GIa t Place. laege

'as. Case Deaths aes. Cases.Deatbs.

0

C'I

2
QI
0

(1)

a
O

......

(I)

II

I
1

0
5

4
2

2

1

9
2
S

a

a

.4
1
I

Ia
3

..I
a
7.

Ia
I

I

$.
I

1.
4

I4

IL11

a
I
1.

A
S.

12
2

4

4
1
S

Nevaft.:
Newt

oeky-M u -..-
.........

: ....... ..'
C..............
d....... .. ..

,b...............

Ok City.......j0.. .w............ W.

Pesinylvank:
Cheste .........
Connelfp%iI4.....Pittsbt t........

Oauth Dakta:
aoullasd ..........

El Pese..............
-Waco.

Utah:
ait L City.......

Virginia:
Norfolk ........

Aberdem.......
Evtts...........
Seattle ...........

Vancouver..........
Yakiml .............

West vfrg1aw

"lEfIeP L.............

Charleston......
Wiscongin':

Appleton...........
Green Bay.......
Kenoshl...........
Marinette.......-----
Milwauke .....
OshkoQL..... .
Racne........

supow ............

0

o

0() S

a
2

11
0
0a

(1) 0,(')

4
S
S0
1

(',4
I.

2
...... i.

0.

(;)-i
I

a
1
1

.4

.1

11

a

1,

)
.

1
.

1&

a
a

4

I.....

I....

'*Ave gelep than 1.
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*TrANU& -

City Repors for Week Ended July 24, 1920.

Place. Cas. Deaths. 1ass Deaths

Alabsma , issuri:

Califn. Nw York:-M oe 1 . L. ..........2
In Bea ch. 1Noh......... 1

nuuob: *-Greesb....................
Chim ....... . 3.......... PennsylvanhPe o ra.......... . 1 P la...... .......... 1

'TBERCULOSIS.
See, Telegraphic weekly reports from States, page 1930, and Weekly reports from

cities, page 1944. T
-~~~TYPOIID m

Oberli, l County, ho
Under date of August 2, 1920, nine cases of typhoid fever were

reported at Oberlin, Lorain County, Ohio.
Ohio Report for June, and Tern Reports for May =Jue, 1920.

Place. 1N es1- Plhae

Ohlo:
Allen Count........................
Athens Co ......................
Bm t Count..................
Brown County..............
Butler County......................
Clak County ...............

ClintonCounty ...........

Columblan County.................
CEy a foer..................
Do fzmts .......... .........

County.....................^....................
G t, ......................

G n"< ...................
FumltonCfounty ^

GreeneCou nty ....................
Guernse Cony .
Hal Coty...................

Harrison Count.y....................
LenrCounty....................

G our ......................Hu County......................
L anCounty...................

MC00tlr....................
Miami ^ f...........

*OttawaCony
Ran .........................R Cunty......................
Scioto Co..ty.................
8aCt......................
Sgtark County
TrumbullC ty....................
Union Cout ....................

Wayne .............
WoodCo ....................

Tol.............................

Texas (May):
Coleman County..
Dallas County-

DS& ...........................
Et Paso Counoty-

El - o.........................

< FayetteCo.t....................~tt*Couty~
Glveston .ty-Gaaloetont..........aewOct^..................

1
1

1

1
1

1
1
5
13

1
1
3
3
1

1

I

5
2

1

1
1
3

8
L3
3

2
3

5

3

6

10

1

2

7

111

1

3

4

1
1s
.1

Texas y)-Continued.
Me..ML1%an Couty,-

Waco..!............
Navaro Cotnty..........
Nuoes County-

Corpu Chriti................
Tenant Contv~t-

Fott Worth.......
Washington Caunty.

Total. ...........

Texa (June'):
BowieCounty-

Tearran......................
Bridgetown.
Burk

Burnet Connty-
Burnet..........................

Dallas county-
Dalls..

Denton County-
De'nton.........................

El Paso County-
El Paso.........................

Fall County-
Travs.........................

GalvDtn County-
GalvestoiqGrimesoeunt......................G Ctr-

..........N sot..............

mue
MeLennn Cfuty-.

Newton .....
Palo PtoCoubty....

Emith County-..Ta*up.- : ...............
Tarrant .ounty-

Fort Worth....................
TituCount-

Mount Plea t...............
Wichita County-

Birkburhett.....
Wichita Fall..

Williamon County-
Taylor..........................

Total.........................

reported..

2
1

1

5
,

2
3

1.
11

3

3

. 4

- 1

.I. 3.
4

1

3-

2

48
a-

3

t'

Augut 1i. 192t
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1943
TYPHOID FEVER-Continued.

August'13, 192

W Ekded Ju 24, 1920L

elumnbut" "Avenage ass" give verage numberof easereported during the

week of previous yr for which data ae avilable. The yr used are 1915 to 1919, inclusive, but In

Is the tin s not availble for the fullAe years. In these the average Inlades
frmametofourryL.

Avr-
Place. age

_am. Ge

Alabam:
Birmingam.
Mobtle...............

Arkansas:
Litte Rockl..........

aIlforna:

-Los ls..;..

d....F. .....

ac ns..o......
Colorado:

Colorado Spring'.
Denver............

W l ..........District of Columbia:
WVashigo.j....

Georgia:
Atlanta..............
Athens .... . .

Rome................
Savannah............

Idaho:
Boise................

nunois:
Chico..........
Gal s. ........ ..

lalczile......
Springfield.

Indiana:
Port Wayne..........
InJdianapolis..:..
Richmond......
South Bend..........

:mm
Hutchinson......
Tope...............
Wichita..............

etky:
Covington........

L............

Neaw Orlens.........
Maine:

-Banor...............
Portland...........

Maryland:
Baltimore.............
Cumbarlad......

Maaahusett.:
Boston..............
Cbelsea...............
Lowell...............
New Bedford........
Bomeie...........
fpringfleld............
T'l tOn.............

Mnlehigan:~
Detroit...............

Duluth..............
- Wnona..........

St. paw ..............
Wibom ...........

21
33

2

5
2
0
0
2

1
2

I

1

6

5

,''''''i'
0

0

9
0

1 I
(1)

(1)3
0

1
4
22

( 10

13

1

4
(1)

2

(I)

-2

0
(1)

1920

ws. Deaths.

2 1

1.-
2........
1........
7......

2........

6I........
2 ........

I........
1 12

2.

6.

31

23........

2........

2 2

1 .

1 ......
1.....
1 .....

1 1

6 2

1 1

3 2

3.|
1 1

1 1''''
1 1

8 2

6 1
7 2

*'Average 1i

Aver-
Plac. age

cases. Case. Deaths.

Jopln................
St. Louis.............

Montana:
Mi a............

Nebraska:
Oma ha...............

Newampshpre
Portmothl.....

New Jersey:
Jersey City...........
Newark.............
Trenton.............

New York:
Albs-Y; ..............
Ja o .........
New York. .....,

North Tonawanda...
Shenectady.....
Byrwacse..........
Troy -...........

North Aroiina:.
Charlotte.............
Durham.............
Wiington........
Winston-4alem.......

Ohio:
Aliance..............
tt...........

Cleveland............
Columbus ...........
Dayton..............
Ironton .--rain .....
Toledo....

'Okaoma:
MuEskegee.......
OkahomaClty.

Ore¶Lo;tnd ......

Pennsylvania:
Bethlehem.
Braddock.......
Bradford.
Cotesvllle.
Connellsvlle.
Erier.
Oil Cit..

IPhiladepia.iIPottsvllle
Readiig.
York.

Rhode Island:
Providence..

South Carolna:
Chweslton......
Columbia.

South Dakota:
Sioux Fals..

Tennessee:
Knoxvle...
Mlemphis
Nashville.

Texs:
Beaumont.
Corpus ChrLqi.....
Da D a.........

s than 1.

0

9

0

0

0

()2

'12

(1)
2
O
36

2

0

(I3
8

2
6I

1
O

(')
1

O

13

(1°
2

2
28

7)

4
1
2

........
1
3
1

2
1
22
I

. 2

.... ....

1

3
-3

11
........

6

3
3

1
1

1

1
1
2
2

3
1

1.
10

1

7.

12

1.
12

,1

.12.

I

1780° -20--



Augut15,19.lo

- TV myDUdi.
.. It

Caty Rqpw4s to Week laded Jul Zt,1920-Conftinued.
. ... w

Avwr- A,r
Phsaz>.ass .,PtWo. g

Texass-Continued. Wsington:
avest o .. 3 2........ T ao.............. ( ...... .

~~~~~~.. ........

2 ..

wwo................ 2.. ....... 0 a m e ......

Vermont ~~~~~~~~~~~~Yakima....1 ...1
DM"o

.......... . .
1 2... ao vr......... ......... West.... 2*iglb Blueed. . .....*1....... 1-rk.............. I ' . West V .la:-

ViwwnI:t......Bued- '' °-I'''''''

.........
:15 4

I a_nt ....... 4 2.
...... 4 3 1 Wheng.....2 2...

R..a ............. 2 .....

Aveage less ta R..

TYIPHUS -FKVE

xli=s Raepo for Jai29

DuNrig June, 1920, w asso typIiug fever
Texas..

I .

wene reporte 'm
.<.1~ ~ ~

DF C Ufre FEy;;AND TBERCULOS

aty RporW for We waIdeitty 24, 1920._~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
.. C4. lei ~~.-I
.. I~~~~

Aberdec" 8 Dak

A
b ............................

Oio;............ '-

Calif.........

Y-'..................
A1 ..........:

A di Va..................
Aeton Pa..................

MassoS..................

m.....................

A a................

Ana , ont................
A tr. ch................

Attleoio W .................
Aby Perk, N................

Avg S....................
htiakx Odh..............
vt=......................

ttloro Mass..............
Auburn ...................

AW.......................
Bae, =.~.................

Ps> --................

;Ohio ~~..... ........

...:.......
Equne, N. .........
Betric, Nebr..........

ledfiordJ hid'.* . ..@ ...

BeU¢villIc, N.J..........
Bollingliam, Wash........
Belolt, Wis............
Benton Habor, Eb......

Populfr Diph-
Iaof Total teriaL

1S,117 deaths

SWU. 1an

ks) 3 1

4,108 .' ...93AM V....... .

,W433 - 6 2.;
M .- 6fi" .........1 .:
Is,= 3 4 ....... ...

17,5 3 1 ...

.15,561 7 1.
23,783 5. ......

10,2W 2. ......

10Su1 ......

15,0il 9 ......

ea ..... ,, ., ,......
13 073 6 I ......
14 8. .....

'11,584........ .....

,SOE 3..... .....
144 58 3

1976 4 1.
ow ...I....... ......

34,796 9.......
5637 200 12
958 ..---- ...-. ......

14,14 ? 8 1 ......
401 ...... .

150 .1..... I ......
204 . ......

1437 8........
8,51 13 .........
749....... ......

10613 1 .....

18547 ........ ......

1 547 ...... .... i......

11,09 2 ......

'Population Apr. 15, 1910.

~~~IV. wer.

. el-III it
1

3
2

1
18

......

......

.......... ..

......

2

21

.... .

2

21

.....

2

I

12

Z *__a

^J.J

6
*v__
vvv
ot oo *
ww-e*s
. .*te *
ve***
@@s*-

1
**-'i

1
ose*
F=*@v
wwev

a
@Z**e
*-*e
e e e *_

S
*'se
s*---
*---i
@ese
**es
@eev
s@-e
@@eo@@@oo
@ @ @ @

},
@@@@@

, ...-..
. . .X._

,.....
,..---
, ....
,.....
,......
.....
.....
......
......
.................
.....
..........
.._..
..........
.....
....
.....
.....
'''i'
.....
.....
.....
..........
.....
.........
....

......
.l
Z
X
7

......

......
3

......

......
1

......

......

............
'''i'
......

2
......

......

"
,.s

.._..

.....

....s

...........

.....

......

......

......

......

......

.4..

.i..
31..

.1..

....

.

t



- 1945 Abqust 12,1920.

DIPHTUERIA, MEASLKSSCA-RLETFEER AND-.TURCLOSJS.-
Continued..

Cfty Repots for Woek Kiaded Jul 24, 1920--Continued.

Ppq* Diph- Mese.Scaret Tuberen.
tio-s Of Toa theia foer losl&
July ,ll deaftr

_______________ Bureau)._ _ _ AA

DerlinN'.:R 60,427~~~~Ilv 8....... 1 .... .........

BethleePa... .. 34,353. ...1 8..... 1....
IBevely,M's.:... 128 .......6... ...*..... 2
B ldefod Me..17...760. 2........5 .......1...1

BlWIg, ..ont ......... 15123 7.........
Blganpton,N.Y..... 54,864 11 1.19..
BlmllAlha .......119,..SO716 48 2.... ....... 2 .

Bl.......l....... 19,013 .3........ 10 ... ....... 1....
Blocmnlngton,Ill...27,...462 5.....1......1....... 1...

Blueied, ..Va ... 1221w 4... ... ..........1.......

BcstnMasss......... 7617,8913 135 25 1 SI 1 12 ....58is
Braddock,Pa..... . 9,~0W .... 1.....j...........2.
Bradford, Pa --.......... 114,544 . .. .. 2 .:..
BrauillId. 10,72 2. ..2..
Brldgoport,Conn.~~....... 121;72 30 4.''2 ....I.2

Bristo, Co;pn.... .16,31.....8 2............................
BrocktDn,Mas.69,152 14 1.1...I.... ............

Brunswick,Ga............ 33,526S 2..3ff --'.. ..f....... ...

BuffaloNY ',.'~.~... 47,7111. 1 10

Butler, Pa . ~~~~~~~28,677...... 4....1.... ......

Butte,Mn4,057 17 1.... 14 .... -...... 3 2
Cadillac Mech..... 5 ...... ...... ... ......caroif.1....,.995 14 ........................2
Cabrldpe,Mas114293 21....... 10 1...I.... 2 3

Caiton.n,1I...1.......... .674 3... ........................CatnOhio............ ,566 15 1........ ..2....3.1
Carbondale, Pa.......... 19,597 .... ... ... 2.... ......

Carlisle, Pa .10......... I9 1.... ......
Carnegie, Pa---.!.......11,93 . 1.................
Charleston,S. C... ........61,041 28 ..... . 4
Charteston W. Va ......31A001".cbarlotte,f.C .40,7....9..11 2.... ... ... ........

Chebese,Mass .46,405 7 1 0 1.
Cheter,Pa..41,857......2.2... .3.. ......

Cheyenne, Wyo.. ......... Il30 2......
Chicapo Helghts,in..1132 42
Chicag,-Ill .2.... 547,201 453 88 5 76 1 51.205'39Chicopee, Mass . 29 950 a 2...........1. 1....CIlliothe,OhoIRe25 2.1..I....... ........Clnclnnatl,Ohio........ 414.248 94 3.... 2 .... 6 .....9Cleveland Ohio ..692......0259 147 15 1 12 ....18 ....1918

Cllut ............ 113,075 0.......4.1.. ......oaevf,Pa ..........14,998.....1....3.... 1....
Coffcyvlle,Kam ........ 18,331 1 6...6 ......1....

.. ..

Colorado8plsColo...... 38,965 14 2
.... 51... 12..

. i 4
ColumbusOi......0,..135 51 1... 2 4 5
COUCOrdN.H...........58 8.2.. ..... ... ......C-onnmsllsvlle, Pat......... 8 ..................2.......
Corpus Christi Tex . 15,76.2...t...... ...

CrtUad1 N. 1.. . 13,321 1.... ...... ......counci Ailums., Iowa..... 3,3 ... ...... .... 2 .. :......Colvlnton K. 99631,83 9 . .... -...... ...... i....
Cransto,59,623 16..1.. ... ... ... ..... . 2.......Ciumberland, Md........ 9 9 .............. 1 ...

1
aDall Tex...........26,68 9 .3... ... ...

............ go 15.....1 ...... ... ...: .....Davenport Iow..... 49,618 .....1.1...I.... ............

Dayton,OAlo~....:..128,989 20 2....2....3....4....

Deuver,..o...::.::. 10618 2.1.. ......:... ............268,..439 50 16 1...is ... 2 ....8Detroit Mich.619648 194 64 4 11 26 .....38 16
Dover, .H...:.. . 3276 4.... ...... ............ ....DuBols1Pa........... 14,9N....... ......Dubuque,Iowa . 40,~~~~~096. 1 ..... ......Duluth,MIun. 97,077~~~~~~o 13 1. 2. 1... 1.

20,644 . 1.1.1...26,16 9............ ...

IPopulation Apr. 15, 1910.
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- DIPHTHERIA] SUSLco ARl E AND TUXDECUOSI§8J
- f. We Bad 29
Cibeotfo. Weyr Eae 1* 24, ' U-Cnind

City. -1

agq Ind~...............
E3 o, a............

,o ....................
Et Oange, N..............
at Prld.e .......... ...
Eat.Lu iL..........

NsooJ. .... i............'u war, ................l...
-Mh . J..............
Ta

-....................Paso, ..................

hd..............
Vs................

ERek, Ca-lif.....
asto, 1...................

MON: ....................Fafriot,Wu Va.
Faf 0ofelos,...............1Fa d^t K= .........

-r..tSM, Ark.... ...

rt Wane, Arla .............rt Wcrth Ix...............

M..............
, 4oh.................
.t ...............

G ,N* ..................
FuotOhio....--- --

Galbg, m1.................

a.... N y.............
Gand ...........

Gary, In6..~. -

Gra, jY.................
a bav W .s ............anel Odb!.................

aruY, i :P................
aooken,~,J..............mod. ................

Hunti n, r ..........
H tit, WJ.............B1 nd ,.on-..............X a n~~.................

.J...... .........

,Cod.~..............'N.imJ............ ......

,Ps....................
g , ~~~................

IlN.J...ndN..........
Jasbsaw e, W.V.............H*dV ~~..............

Bhd ~~~....... ..

_n W. V~~.............
'......~~..........

e B'.~~...........

NN. J.................

_,m..~ ~~.............

tm asof Total

Julvl1f,19l -dastl

all

3 ,26 9. ..
3A,2 . § ....... ...... . .. .! 0e........
43,761 ......

13485 .................

77,312 16 . .. .

B . ....-..*....

23 1 ...
7 2 ...r

i l$2

IL514"2 .j. . ..;... '>',J*,304! 10
' A1IO4G 4 2

72J ...... .
: 14,1S 72 1

0" 12

. U42,.8..... .I...

78,014 1

01,097 32
,93 ....... .....

14 7 ...... .

0, 00 1

1014 1. .V

s2 14
534 ...... .

9 2

25 ......

152 0 332 5. .
1948 4 1

911,92 2........
017 ._ 2.......

12,25 0 1

,171 ......5

S1 ..1..1... 1
17412 .4 3

ois...... 3 1

72276 . 1....

17345.

17,550 2

12459 1.... ..

14 2....
4.......

M765 7.......

11,964

2,622 83 2....
11,626...........
14079 3 .........

15096.... 1I....
16 710 . . . .... .. . .

1,448 2 1....

J6.017 -3 2.::,

I'Population Apr. 15,1918
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DIPTERAME-ASLES, SCARLET FEVER,AND -TUBERCULOSIS-
.Continued.

Clty lepwi for Week Ended Jul 2.4, 1920I-Continuted.

tionwas of Total thetis Mase- 4erht lodero.

City.;etmae fromI

_ _ _ _ ~~~BUroa). _

lameetown.......... 37431 8 1... 7 .... 4 1
Janes vllln,W........... 14,411 1....... ........::. .. ......

hraeyCity,. N... ...... 312,557 .... 14 .... 1.... 1.... 12 ...

nltowh m t............ 70,487 1 .... 1 ....... ... 1
Micha.............. 50,408 13 .4 6.....

KeeWN ........... 24,325 7. ..4 2..1.1- 0725 3.... ... 5 ... ..

Knosiaa,W~~~~:::::. . s2,~~833.....4....5.2. 1...

Kgokono,Ind..........1..6...N.Y........6 ........4......1..............N... 16,219.3. .41....2LaCtosse,WIs.. 31,833 .2.2. 1.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~393............ ...

Laaet,Ind..21........ 481. 3 5.... ...... .............

Lanoaster, Ohio ...... 160S6 7.....................1.. 1
Pacste...... .51,..437..... ....3...........1....

LaSafl11,I ............. 12,332 1..... ...... ... .2 .
lawrenoe,K&ns.............13,477 3.1.. ..... . ... ....I....

Levnoth, Kan ........ I119,363 4......... ...... ..........

............... . 20,947.... ... ... ......1. 1....
Lou nterMan ....:... 213856 5 1 1 1............I.....

............ 41,907 . . ........... 3.....1 ..........
Ltti boe...r..........46,857 8.... ....2.... ...... ......

Utl oc.Ak..........58,716 ...................1....20....Lkor,N.Y..........20,028 3........2...........2....Logansport,Ind........21,33 2.1.. ......... .... ......

LongBeach, Calif ...... 29,163 17 ........2..........3....
Lordn,Ohio~....... 38,286...................1..........

Ane.,CaIif....53...5,485 148 24 1 53 4 7.42
LeuisvlUer,Ky............ 240,808 57 3....21 1.... 16 7,
LowellM=. ....... ....... 114,301 38 1.... 31 .... 2 33

Lynchburg,Va ......... 31407 13..1. . .
Lynn,Mm ........ 104,534 18 4 .1...1.1 2
MTCKeesPort~.Pa ...... 48,'299 ............1.1...1....
McKeesRooks .......... 20795 .... ... ... 2 .~..... ... 3....
aisonWi ..... 31,h15 ........ .........1. .........

maie, .... ...... 52,243 7 3.... 4 . 2. 1.. ....
iMa pteir, Conn. I------ 15,859 2.... ....... .. ...... ......

esfter,N.H..........79,607 11 2.....8....5...... ....
Manitowoc, Wlt.. ...... 13,951 . 1.......I...4...........Mankato,Minn~........110,365 3....1....... ......

Marlnette,Wls........'...114,610 ........... . ....... ..... ....
.Marion,Id .~........ 19,923 5....... .. .. ...... ......

aro,Ohio.......... . 24,1n.2...9... ...1......... ........

,Mich......C.......12,56 1.... ...4...........
XAraialtw Iowa.........14,519 1.... ...... ...2 1 .
Martlnsburg,W.Va.. .12,98.....1.........................
Medv ..P ........ 13 968 9.... 2...........

Medford,kS:.. 26,681 8 9..... ..I
MelosmeMus.17,'724 3...1.... 1...1.......

MUUPIIIS,T............151,877 65 2..................6 7
.......Cri.. .2.....9,431 ........... 3.....1 . ........

)Iethuen,Mass ........ 14,320 5 4.1.. ....I...1. 1....
Middletown Ohio ......... 128 ...... ...... ......

Wwakse.......... 16,3084 4o2 0 121 1.
Mo i,nn........ 4343;448 66 259 41 21.... 1... 164

Mlaaaka ..n........17,083 4.................... ........2
...mza.Mon.......19,075 3.... ...I...I..1.1...1..

MobIIe,AI . ...... 59,201 19............ ...2........3
Mu~~~ssen,Pa ..~~~~23,070.... 1....1.................
Montclalr,N.3 . . ~~~~~~27,087 5 ...1 2.... 3 ... 2....

Rotomry,A ..........44,089 25 2.... ....... 2 2.j
W.oVa............ 14,444 0.... ... 3." :.......

Mr.ODI...........13,410 4.... ... ....... ..:... ......

MndvleW.Va. 11,513 2.....................
Munt Carniel, Pa. .~~~20,709.... 1.... ...... ...... .......

MountVernon,N.Y. .8~~~~7,99 9 3..............1.....
Muscatine,Iowa . . ~~~~17,71 7.... ... ..

Mukoeekl.. 47,173 4...... .....2
H.....hua..... 27,441 9....... ::, 6.!..

I'Popultion Apr. 15, 1910.
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.YN.Y ..........
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P- ...........
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Kyr..............

.va........t.
Pn_tm*ut1..1..........

tow..a t.................

PsMMia ..........Pell, N. J........
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0hrtims-rkNY

lku3slN. Y........

717i7lu%Wk.Rik W, ................

PidW- ....... ..........

o
'* ..

1cans tl uaU(t. fromt

18,136 46 8 .
487m 78 . .3.
121, 24 6
55 11 I..
-86. 1 ..2 M ......I_i... ..........

41.955.

.3i._U. 4.... . ....1A.,I=5f,'585 3 .. '
44385 6. ;
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:9I,.1 ..... .. ...2110$D, 3.,. .z
5,AX)6 .2s 1 i,.15t,515 ': 2 *....

.21,; 5
.~m 4

2K,1 36 53

11,162...-. .. .
97 58 24 ......
.16,27
17 7m 20 3

32636 6.T
-25178.. .....

4962 8 .
74,478 13 2 4
1450 3

72,184 20-- 1 .-
25,637 10 1 .'

:5171...

5315 29^. ..

1t . .... ....
F" 93.... ......
39,678 8.9 ...

14 5

1 ,33 I.- ...

6,73 28 .....

3,396 61 2
11 73 .... ..

16,9711i1 ,n7 .... 1I3,717 1...
259,896 47 8 1
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'DIPTBRIA; EBASLEM, SCAtLlUTTFERV 4fND TUBERCULOSIS-

'- Continued.,

C4Y Reports for Wee Eoded July 24, 1920-Continued.

3
City. (4city. (

- -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

CAMP..................
I e, Nay......................
Richmond, Lad................
Roasseke, Va..................

KitC. ..................Rock A".................Ro ter, NYN.Y ...........
Ro , m.................
Rok Mount, N. C.......

Sacreento Calif ...........
St.JPu Min-.................
Salem, us. .............tJ"nt.................

SaitLaCity,Uta,h.. ..........Son cali............
8alem ....................
VltI;b}eCt Uta............

SanBe ard Cal...........
San Di Cali. ............

Santa Crz ................
8 brd .......

SnFr i Calf...........
Santa Barbaa Calif.............
ata C, Ca................

8ran,«PgL. ,N...............
8aa Ga.................

Ndt,N. Y..............

Somervie, Mass.........
South Beand, lnd..
Southbridge, Mass..............

Biabb. .................

Spbok,ane, Wi.................

Springfield, Mas...............
Springfield, M.o.............

Ohi.................
.h...In................
Ohiobda...............
or - .................

superior, . ..............

N.=8prddS, lo..............tebnton Ohio................

T#rltont, Ind...................
Tdsdo,Oho ..................

Stwater ..............
Superlor, iVis. ............

Taunton, NM. ..................

Tr^oy,AN.Y ....................
Tuai,Ak...................

T e a, Id................
Toledo, Ohio. ..............
Teka, 1 s..................

...Yz:..............nt,N. S....... ..... .

Troy, N.Y....................
Tuson, AuS.................
Valljo Calif...........
Vancouver Wash .......

i 15................
Waren i'a. . ...........
Washington D. C........
Washngon Pa.........
Watron, Ms........
W rn NY ...............
Wuu, w ...................

P.opuk.. Dihheiii as of Totl Diphthi
ulvl,1917 deaths
estimiated from
bvU.S. all .
Ca sus .
Bureau). A

111,607 .. 8.
14,573 4. ......

15,514 1. ......

26,08D 6. ......

158,72 47 1-
20,46 4.
48,282 15.
24,714 53 3D 3
23,452 5. ....

. 3. ..
24,2 ..... 4....
68,I9 19 ...... ......

6'1 26 ......
76J''= 146 30 4
252,465 48 17.
49,346 7 2 .121,63 25 2 3
17,1616 9 .
S56412 25 1.

.

2D,26 5.......
11,217 0 ......

471,0A3 113 13 1
15,36 8 2.
15 10) 3 1.
13s,89 3......
14,130 5 3.
69,250 36 l
103,774 12 1.
149,541 ........ 1......
366445 ......10...

.8 9D ........... . . . ......

58,568. ...........
16,87 7.88,618 26 2......
70, 67 . 9 ...... ......

14,465 2...........
157,656 ,,,,,,1
62,623 23 .
108,668 19 ...........41,169 1 .
52,32D6 13.
15,759 ....... ......

28,259 6
110,198 3..........
47,167 4 1 1
158,559 32 9 1
117,446. 4.
36,610 13 1..
67,361 15 .....

202,010 49 6.
49,538 14 ......
14090 15.

113,974 30 3..
78,0N 19 .......

17.324 7..
13,803 2......
13M ........ ...... .....
15.954 ..............
34,015 15.!,,
31.011 8...........
15.083 ..:..309,2 99 3......
22.076 ......
15is.I . ....1-.
30,PpaoA..15, 1913.
19,66 3 . .. .....

I Population Apr. 1 1913.
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DIPHTHERJA. MEASLES, SCAL FE R AND TUBUCULOS-!

(C Dwt fir Wieka Ene * 26, I9U-Cotiaued.-

Popub- ~~~~~~~~~ScrewtTubtr.
fever. CUIO&IS

Uiu1,M71 dleaft

~~~- I----- ' -h -L -

-bvV.S .L..

'W~..,a. -.8 1 19tPb Wj a._................. 1.44... J .. ff.o.,_^3..... .... ..... ..... .... .;Sm''FL. ... 4 .......

................ ... .

1 ......
..

WSt " 13104 3 .9.......I..... ...Now I......... 9. . ..... .W1b.Vs7............. -41. -0
WvbWP K.Y....... 2,~331 2 ........S

P,N. Y.................ZB -a s..... ...
s 7s,sw .. .... ..... ...... ...... '''Wlt, h Jt~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. ^;1.... .. ... .. . ...... ......D.............. 3 2 2 3.. ... ... -

N,. 04................ 40....... .... .-. ... ...... ...... ... ....... ... .........v2ss ~~~..............4 .. s.4...tt.... ..... ..,? ... ... ..... ......

_~~~~N C.,....... . .... ..=,i 17 . .... . ..... ..- : ....... ......

tlft.......... 2.

,N ......C 354N.M 3

................. 2 ,9 ......... .... .... ...... ..................... ...

NsM **. .................. 3105S 0 *2
............E..... .. M. 7 ...... .. i .... I .... ,-I ..... .....sot; N~~~.. Y......... 1 VX, 192 1 5 . R.1.... 3. ......a, :, 1 1 X..... ........ 3 = 36b,Ar 1,31 5 .ZiuYI,0 . ..... 31,U39S.1......I.. _. ...t.......

'?platoiij,. 15,1019.



FOREIGN AND INSULAR

PArAGUAY.

eIm-Amo-A5m-A &A

Reports from Asuncion, Paraguay, indicate an epidemic of mea.-
sles during April, May, and Jie, 1920. Ohe hundred and ty-nine
deaths frion this disase occurred in 12 weeks, giving an annual death
rate of 8,6 per thousan4 population. The annual death rate for the
"peak" week was 16.3 ]er thousand population. The number of
deaths reported, by weeks, is shown in`the following table:

Week ended- WeaNs. Week ended- D_

Mar. 27, 192D. ......... 21 1ay ............... .. .23
Apr.3 ......................... 3.a 22......... n
A r.3 .41 2M................... .144F^-----------.-~~~~~~~ ...............-,,,,,7la2W.....,.,,,,,,,,,s
Apr. 17 .7

..
Jim'5...i.1725

MyS ..21 Tot........................

VIRGI IANDS

Centzgiou Diseases-June, 1920.

The occurrence of contagious diseases in the Virgin Islands during
the month of June, 1920, has been reported as follows:

In St. Thomas and St. John:
Chancroid ........ . ..................................... 5 3lmpori
Gonorrhea . . . ..... 15 5 importedL
Malaria.. . 3 1imp.ted 1 S Jo.
Sphilis .. ................................................ 9 1 prte
Trachoma ............,........................... 5 4 St. Joh.
Tuberculsis . . .9 2 importd.
Uncinariasis. ........................6 4 ip
Whooping cough .............. ........ . 2

In St. Croix:
Dyentery (entam nb t ame........................ i............... 2
-Flarasis 8
Gonorrea. 2
Iuenza. .6
Mumps 4
Schlstosomlasls2
Syphilis.......... 1
Trachoma...................... 7
Tuberuloss.1 I
Unc-iasl .2

(1951)



A&USt 13, 1920. 1952

XBOLERA, PLAGUE, SLLPOX, TYPHUS FEVEZ1 AND YELLOW FEVER,

Reports Received Ding Week Ended Aug. 13, -920.1
CHOLERA.

cDate. Cases. Deaths. Remarks.

China:
Chungng........... . June-12......... 749

India:
Bombay . .. . ....................do 64 37
Madras . . June 1,3 19.. 2 1
..}ngoon. May 30-June5.... 2 1

J a pao ....... ........................................ Kobe, June 13 34 cas. Moji,TaiwanIsland............ May 22-June20. 60 33 Junc 6-12. I . oeb
June 6-12, 1 case. Hiroshima,.
June 6-12,6 cases.

Java:
West Java-

Batavia ....May 2S-June 3 ..... 1

IFrom medical offliers of the. Public Health Service, Amercan consu, and other sources.

.LAGUE.

British East Africa:
Kisumu.................... Apr. 25-June26. 14 12
Mombasa .... Apr. 25-June 19 8- 74
Nairobi.................... do............ 14 8

Al da............. Ju25 July 8 1 -1
Greece:

Cavalla ... July 29 ............ 1..1
India:

Bombay.... June 6-12 2 2 Surrounding territory June 6-
Calcutta .... May 23-June 12 5 4 12, 106 cases, 61 deaihs.
Karachi ... June 13-19 . 4 2
Madras Presidency ......... June 13-26 119 94
Ran oon............. May30-June12:. 16 17
Ral h ad ........May30Ju neA I I

Italy:
........

.

ibatania ....June20 ..... ............ - 2
Straits Fettlements:.

Singapore .............. June6-12... 3 3
On vesel:

U. 8.-5. Des Moines........ July20-26 ......... 3 2

SMALLPOX.

Algeria:
Departments-

Algirs.................
CQostantine............
Oran...................

British East Africa:
Mombasa..................
Nairobi....................

E,gypt:
Alexandria.E6Alendria.........
Cairo.....................Port Said..................

Germany:

Danzig...
Great Britain:

London....................
India:

Muadch...........
- ...................
IndGhna:

aon.....................
Japan:

Taiwan Island.............
Java:

West Java-
Batavia...

June 21-30.........
.....do.

.....do.

may 2-22.
May 23-June 19...

June 25-July 8....
Apr. 9-May 6......
.....do.

Jime 20-26.........

June 27-July 10...

May 30-June 12...
June 1319.
June 6-19.
may 30-June 12...

June 7-13.

May 21-June 20...

May 28-June 3....

4

2
24

2

10

24
12

1

6

38
1
a

11

5

30

36

..........

..........

..........

1
1

3
6

..........

I..........
16
1
3
6

1

6

6



1953- Augut 1s. 1.

-CEoLmA a S ox TYPHUS E AND-YLLOW
FEVU-eoUnue&i

Rmopoi DseejdU D WeeEned A~j,1s2osiued.
{ ' ' Dw -o Fiti -d
- MALSPOX-Ccmnei.

'.Dae Case. Deaths. Bmarks

a Luot d ............ 2
Spain:* Valenca .J....uly 71 . . 4,vio....:...... w1944 ....:.. ........IV l p

, . t
l l .

.y"- .. ,. ..7. .-Tuike...y: .................. 7

J.S2tw.
C .ta -tinople 2.* 2_J......... .

'A1geria:
Departments-

Algi.r, ......... Jue 2..
Constantin............... do........m.. 2

Corn .. .... d -Ju 6....... 34
D oa. Ju -1, ........3-19 . . ;gV" dra.. ;oS............. .-..J *25JI I;-- . . ..0

Capiron...... . u6............... p ........ .... in 44.

Danz ig.... .. Jm 20-2....
iete......a ............un27-Jly3.

West Java-CalBatavia................ Mat28June 30. 5:

Tunis............ Jult6-12......... . 1

Germzy:- Y.L..OWFEVER.

.

Mexico:
Vera C.July..-Aug. 1..... I .........J1u.y........ enus, .

............: JZ7uly I-ug 3 ...........Juy27 9 . 40 _ t''-n

Reports Received from Jne 26 to Aug. 6, 1920.
CrOLErA.

Pl f Date. Cam Deaths Rmarks.

China:
Chungcing................

Do... ...........Indfa.........................
Bombay..................
Calcutta..................
Rangon...................

Ind,Chim....................
Do....................

Kobe .. ...............

Do...........

May 16-22.........
June 13-19........
...........I.........
May 29-June 5....
May2- .
..d.o...............do.

Apr. 26-May 16...
June 7-13.........

June 8..........
Junel4I.
June2 -27........
.....do.

........

........

........

12
264S

56
74

........

7
........

551
461

..........
I.........i:255

6

41
53

....... i..

Apr. 11-May 8, 1U0 Deaths.

:5,62

Rprt for May 9not reesivs.

Pseent.



August 18, 1920. 1954
CHOLERA, -PLAGUE- SMALLPOX,t TYPHUi TFEVR, AND YBLLOW

FEVER-Continued.
Reports Received from June 26 to Aug. 6, 1920--Continued.

CHOLEMA-Continued.

riace. Date. Cases. Deaths. Remaks.

Java:-
West Java ....................... Apr. 29-May 13, 1920: Cases, 6:

Batavia .Apr. 29-MIay 13 6 2 death,3.
PhUipp Is!ands: -15

Po .. JuLne 4 .-.
Provinces , . . ................. ........ ....... . May 9-June 5, 1920: Cases, 11:

Albay....... May 9-15. 2 1 deaths, 9.
Caga:-an. Ma 9-June5 9 8

Do ..Jue 13-26........ 2 1
Laguna ............ June 20-26.1
Rizal ............ June 13-19 . 1
Uoni.. June 13-26. 2 2

Russia ...............R............................ -...........p..... Reported prevalent in southem
Russia June 4, 1920.

Sebastopol (district) ....... Junne ............ ......... ....

Bangkok .Apr. 25-May,29 486 208
Turkey:

Amassia ... rec. 24............ 1. Asiatic Turkey.
Kiseri ... r 22......... 1.Do.
Karassi .Ja.&.. 1Ja. .. Do.
Mamuret-ul-Az.......... rec. 31 ............ 1 1Do.
Panderma .rec.-Jan.16 6
Rodosto. ... re. 29.... . ....... European Turkey.
smyma ... . .. rec. 22 ............ 3 2 Asiatic Turkey.

PLAGUE.

Brl:
Bahia.-------..
Pernmbuco...............

Ceylon:
Colombo...................

Chile:
Antofagasta................

Alexandria.............
Suez ...................

Provinces-.-
Assiout.........
Fayoum.... .....
Garbeh................Keneh .................
maout................Keneh . .
Marut.
Mieh.

Great Britain:
iverpool..

Greece:
Cavaila-":.......Dante.
Pirsus ......

diad.........................
Bombay...................
Calcutta...............
Karachi.................
Madras Presidency.
Rangoon.......

IndonChlna:
&....................
Do.....................

Italy:
Catania...............

Do...................
Java:

East Java..................
Mexic:

Tampico...................
I)o.....................

Vera Cru...........
Do.....................

Apr. 25-May 22...
May 3-9...........

Miy 25-June 12....

May 17-June 20...

Apr. 4-May 29....
....................

June 18-24........
May 13-June8....

May 15-June 5....
June 5...........
.. do...-.-.-.-
May 18......
May 18-June18....
may 15............

June 20-26..

July 22......

June 29-July 9....
....................

Apr. 18-June 5....
May 2-29..........
May 9June 12....
.....do.
Apr. 25-May 29.. .

May 10-16.........
June 743.

June 24...........
July 3.............

Apr. 23-May 5....

June 25...........
July 17............
June 14-20........
July 13-24.........

8
1

7

5

46
........

5
12

7
1
1
1

19
2

1

1
2
4

........83~
21
52
115
71

1
8

........

2

7

11
2

2
1

2

,17
..........

2
.,

4
..........

..........

...... ....
22
1
1

..........

..........i

..........

..........685
15
47
87
65

11

''''''''i'
..........

Jan. 1-June 30, 1920: Cases, 308;
deaths, 174.

3 cases, pneumonic.

Septicemic.

Apr. 18-May29, 10:Cas,,639;
deaths, 7 753.

Report r ?ay 8 not redeved.

Present.

Apr. 15-May 19 1920: Cases; 6;
deaths, 6, uraaya Resdency.

Ma 29-Ju> 24, 1920: Ca,es 49;
,= Z9.



1955- uAut 18,1*

CHOLEA, -PAII (TPU F-EVER, AND YELLOW

Reports ,ROcevehin'JUu 36 to Aug. 1926-Oontinuoc;
Pi&GqUz-oUtIUU9d

. ; ... Cae. Dths. Remarks.

.eru..Mar. 1-31, l92: Cases 46;dt,h.C ............. 29. Ap. I-, .TADo ................... ....... ......4 1-31 1 A41 a, *;adC alit ........ 1 3 2. Apr. 1-, C
Doo ..4 deaths, 13. a.det.A

Do ......A..1- 4 - 4
Mo(countr) W..131.. 1

Do ~~~~~.....d .41.1......... . .1 ......2

Palta. do . 5~~~~~~~~~~3

Do .....r ... '. 1-0. 1.........
SaiPedro.' ... .....do 5 .

Msr.1-31 . ~~~~52
Do.o<.4~., Apr.1 .7 3
Balaverry.. ir1............ Pr-

Do.... a........ ... A*r - ..1 .3

Straits Settlements:
8ingpore .... . Apr. 25-May 2... 18 -16.1

Syria:
Beiut ..June 30............ ........ ......

SMALLPOX.

Algim ..........
'Conlstantine......
'Oran...................

Boli:VI&
La Paz.....................

Brazil:
Bahia......................
Pernambuoo.

Do.....................
Rio de Janeiro.............
Santos.. ..'-,,s *b . '.''''''

CWnda:-
' .Albertar-

Do..~.........

British Columbia-
Vancouvrer.............

Gloucester..............
Nova Scotia-

Hali ...............
Sydney................

Ontario-
Comwa...............
Hamilton.............
Kingston..............
NohBayt...

Do.............
Ottawa.............

Do................
Peterborough.........
Port Arthur...........
Presott...............
Toronto...............

Do................
Quebeo-

Montre...........
Do.............Quebec., .

thwan-
Mloosejaw.............
Regina...............

May 1l-June 20...
June 1-20..........
May 11-June 2D...

May2-31..........

A .2s-May 22....

Mr. 29-May 2....

My 10-16.........
Jp1-22.........

. a22s.........

July 4-10..........

May 16-22....

mayUJune 5-...

May 31-June 26...

July 4-10

May 31-June 26.:..
Jum 25-30.........
June 13-19. ....
May31-lum 19...
June 23-2........
July 11-17....
Junie 6-26.......
July 4-24..........
Apr. 18-June 19-..
JW 11-17....
....do

6-19.

June 26-July 26...

June 119.
July 4-0.......
Jun 27-July 3....

June 2 ........
....do...........

24 ..........
6 .........

60......
6

3

57
.9

10
1

I

1

1

a

6

2
2

21
4

13!

2

32

1

U

I

I

I

8
3S

City of Algies, Apr. 1-30, 1920.
One can.

Patient taken cr-Vssa
tra*2

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........



August 13, 192.- 1956'
CIHOLRA, PLAGUE SMAL1P0X,TYPHUS FEVBR, AND YELLOW

FEVER-ontinued.

Rors Reelvd from June 26 to Aug. 6, 1920-Continue4.

8MALLPOX-Contlnsd.

Plc. Date. Caw. Dth. Remarks.
W~~~~~

Ceylon:
Colombo..................

Che:
Anto a................

China:

A nt ung.................Do.:....................
D ...o. ...........
DoL1AW....................Ch unkig.........

F ooshow........
Banko ko.................
Hongoffig..................
Nanking.g...........

Do.n................Do.~.
Tsin...................

Choewn:
Chemulpo -

Do.............

Do............
BeOL..... ...............

Do....................
Colombia:

Barranqufll...............
SanaXw ta.................

Cuba:
Habaa.. ............

Czeeobslovakla
Moravia .....;

E9=adi, ..............
:Cairo...........
PertaiWd:...........

France:
Breat ......................
'Cette.......................
Paris.......................

Gen.....................
Great Britain:

lasow.:.::.........

London .............
Greece:

Salonik ...
iadiaInda.................

Cd¢uttay:................
M,.ru...............
PRnoon..............

Itl:
Genoa......

Do.....
Messina.
Milan.
Naples.....................Palo...................

Japan:
Kobe.......................

Do....................
Taiwan Island.............
Tokyo.....................

Java:
West Java .

Batavia...............
Madefa:

Funcbd....................
Malta..........................
Mnhuria:

Mukden...

May 9-June 5.....

May 17-23.........

May 2-29.
June 6-12.........
May 9-June 13...
June 21-27-
May 2-June 5...
May 9-29.........
June 20-26........
Apr.4-May 22....
May June 5.
May. 25-31......
June 13-19......
may 9-15...

Mar. 1-31...
Apr. 1-May 31.....
Mar. 1-1........
Apr. i-May 3a....
Mar. 1-31........
Apr. 1-May 31....

May 16-July 3...
May 31-July 17...

July 4..........

Feb. 1-23.........

May 14-June 17....
Apr. 2-8..........
......do.

May 15-21. ......
June 24-30.......
May 1-10......

May 25-June 25...
July 4-10..........
June 13-25.........

Apr. 12-May 30....
....................

Apr. 26-May 29....
May 2-29..........
May 9-June 12...
....do....

Apr.25ay2..
May 10-16.........

May 17-23..
June 14-20..
May -June 27....
Mar. I-Apr. 30...
May 23-Tune 20...
May 11-July 8 ....

May 9-June 6.....
June 14-27.........
May 1-20..........
Apr. 21-May 10....

Apr. 16-May 5..;..

June20-26.
May 1-June 15....

2 1..........

1.-

1

10

2
1

22
37
.7
12
120
196

1

68

47
4
6

1

3

136
40
8

12

96
14
18
.20

7

12
14
59
29
7

21

7
3
10

54

.......... .One ca in interior.

9

3
..........
..........
..........

..........

..........

11
;2
3

.....

..........

17
2
1

.2

..........

,11....:.....
............

, 22.1
...I......

19
88
11
10
7

2

I..........
..t........

6
5

1

2
3
5
4

I..........

resnt.
Do.

Present.

Epidemic.
Endemic.

From steamship Frank Henni
from Jamaica. Arrived Sant.
ago June30, 1920.

Feb. 22-Mar. 27,1920: Cas, 373.

May 10-23: Deaths, 4.
Apr. 11-May 8,1920: Deaths, 5,520
ay 9-15,1920: Cases,25; deah,

in Provinc
.Province May 17-June20V Caes,

87; deaths, 16.

Apr. 16-May 5,1920: Cases, 5
4,"ts, 10.

May2 .......I.....I- .. Present

......i. 2
1.......:...



19%7 A.gus13, 1921

CHOLERA ?MGU. lllTl,HUS FEBV AND YELl)W
E-Confnued.

R es raedJre 26 -t Aug. 192*.-o4finmod.
8 [A. ox-ontinue

* ~F 'A._ Cu. Dths. R

Mexico:
Gua4al ....... way 1-31.......... ..........

M asatlan--................. My 5........9......
Emib maCru---------- Junie130 5 3
BSan Luis ottod. .........May 31-Ju .. I

D o bl.-,,,--.. .-
Newfoundland: J

St. Johns..........h . JuneS-11.......... 3 ....a R r t two oer l tis
Shoal arbr .......... M .. ..a... T .... ......Jltyies.

Portugal:
Li o ... MayInS28.. ....... S.
Vladivostok.... .. Jan. 1-Apr.30..... 23 77

Spaln.
o .....n................M.a li6-... 12.

Valencia.................... May 25.... 15-
Do .... July 4-10: ...... 22

Vigo .May,81-June2s ...........
Switzerland:

Geneva .... May 9-15.... 7......
Tunis:

Tu ...a.... may
y L 14.1Tuky:

Comtaneple...... ay 1-June 12... 6.
Do......... JUnO-25.... ...........

.;. TYPHUS FZER

Algeria
Departments-

Algiers.................
_Constantine............
Oran..................

Austria.

Bolivia;
La Paz.....................

BrZlL
Ce ...... ...

Caleta Coloso.
Concepcion.
Valparaso..

Chosen.
Seoul..

Czechoslovakia:
Leipnik....................

Egyj9t:Alexaria.................
Cairo.......................
Port Said.................

Germany.....................

Great Britain
Dublin.....................

G, gow...................Greece:
Saloniki....................

Hungarr~.. ------u dapest.....................
Italy:

Catania....................
Trieste.....................

Do.....................
JapanI:-

Do ...
Mexico

Chihuahua.................
San Luis Potosi............

May 11-Jun 2D...
May 21-Juns 20..
May 11-June 11. ..
...i.................
Feb. Li-Mr. 15....

May2-31.......
Apr.25-May 1.

May-10-16........
June 6-12........
May 2-June 12. ..

Mar. 1-Apr. 30....
Feb. 22-2........

Apr. 14-June 17 ...
Apr. 9-Ma? 6.....
......do.
.............. .....

May 23-June 19...
May 30-June 5. . ..

Apr. 12-June 6....
..................

Jan. 19-Feb.29....
Juily 10-17......-
May 16-22........
June 1-26.

May 25-30.
June 21-27.

May 31-June 6...
June 8-July 4.

26
6

162

I........
........

........

4

21........
216
369

..........I

.....;...

...... ....a.

....... ;...

..... .....

-5

2

2
3

21

1

1..........
62

121
1

3 1

151 8
........ .. .........

3 .........:
5 . ........
.8 2

1 ..
1.

1
1..........

Feb. 15-Mar. 15, I -s Go.

Quarat1ne Station.

Feb. 22-Mar. 27, 1920: Cases, 23.
Among troops, 4; among per.
sons from Poland, 8.

Jan. 19-Feb. 29, 1920 C;-u,14.

Present.



August 18, 1920. 195g
CH4OLERA, PLAGUHE- SMALLP-OX TYPUS F-EVER, AND YELLOW

FEVER-Continued.
Repots Received from June 6 to Aug. 6; 1920-Continued.

TYPUS FEVRIt-Continued.

Plade. \ Date. Cas. Deaths.

Portugal
Op=rto; *............. Apr.4-.une 12.... 114Siberia:t
Vladivostok............. may11.......... 22 2 Jan. 1-Apr. 30, 1920:Cas, 1,264

deaths, 144.
Tuni..... May24-June 27... 36 18

Turkey
Cotantinople. May 16-June 12... 217

Do ......... June 19July.3.... 7.

YELLOW FEVERL

Brazil:
Baha ..... Apr. 25-May 22.... 3 .....

Colombia:
Bueaventura ........ Jume 3............ 11

Mexico:
Vera Cruz. ... June22 . ........ 2 July 1-24, 1920: Cases, 3.

Do .July28. 2..
Peru .M................... ........ .. .... . mar.141 920: Cam, 128. Apr.

-WVL0, I0- Cases, 64.
Cao . .Apr. 1-30 . 1 At..uantlne station. From
Cataos ....Mar. 1-31. 14 . 5-. Huaga.

DO .Apr. 1-30. 2 .
La Hiaca.Mar. 1-31.......... 9.

Do ..... Apr. 1-30 ......... 5....5
Morrpon. Apr.1-0. 37.
Munuea.M.iar.1-31. 12.
Paita .... Mar.i3.1 8 1.

Do .Apr.130.14.
Piru . Mar. 1-31.1

Do. Apr. 1 30. 4.
Sitral .... Mir. 1-31 . .........

Sua.oa.....a 9.
Do . ................ Apr. 1-30 ......... 1....1

Saladr:--
Armenia................... June 20-26 ........ 11
onsonate ................. May 22-June 24... 49 17

X


